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ABSTRACT
Examining the Basis for Change in
Clark County Non-Conforming
Zone Change Process
Was it needed?
by
Maria D. Kaseko
Dr. Krystyna Stave, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Environmental Studies
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This study reviews Clark County's non-conforming zone change process from 1990
to 2002. A non-conforming zone change, sometimes known as a non-conforming zone
boundary amendment is a proposed request that is not within the range of residential
densities and/or non-residential intensities indicated on the applicable land use plan map,
master plan, or concept plan. This research explores and examines two questions raised
by the Clark County's new implementation plan, which was approved in April 2003 to
amend the non-conforming zone change process.
1) Clark County assumed there was a public perception that non-conforming zone
changes were being approved without regard to the master plan. Was this
assumption correct?
2) Are decisions in approving non-conforming zone changes consistent among all
levels of decision-making?
in
According to the new implementation plan, the change is an effort to improve the
negative public perception that land use plans are unimportant because of the continuous
number of approved non-conforming zone changes. In addition, the ordinance indicates
the need to improve public participation in the non-conforming zone change process. The
changes in the new non-conforming zone change process have been principally based on
the assumption that the old regulations were not effective. There is no clear knowledge of
what was deemed effective or ineffective in the old process because neither data nor
interviews were collected to support the statements and subsequent changes made. In
order to test the two hypotheses: 1) Yes, there were too many non-conforming zone
changes approved that did not adhere to the master plan, and 2) Yes, consistency of
decisions among levels of decision making is low. This research evaluates and analyses
randomly selected 687 non-conforming zone change reports in Clark County.
The results from the non-conforming zone change reports will be used to propose
recommendations that can be used by the Clark County Department of Comprehensive
Planning to help improve the planning process in general, restore public confidence, and
improve the public's involvement in the non-conforming zone change process
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
In April 2003, the Clark County, Nevada, Board of County Commissioners (BCC)
approved new regulations regarding the non-conforming zone change process. The
purpose of the new regulations is to "reinforce the importance of land use planning and
achieve a more effective planning and development review process in conjunction with
non-conforming zone changes" (Current Planning, 2003, 1). A non-conforming zone
change is a request to amend an existing zoning that is not within the range of residential
densities and/or non-residential intensities indicated on applicable land use plan or master
plans (Current Planning, 2000). The new regulations state that the change in the
requesting process is an effort to improve the "negative public perception" that land use
plans were of little value because of the continuous approval of non-conforming zone
changes (Current Planning, 2003, 1). In addition, the purpose of new regulations was to
instill public confidence and invite their involvement throughout the non-conforming
zone change process (Current Planning, 2003).
The Clark County Board of County Commissioners is a governing body of Clark
County, Nevada, consisting of seven elected officials representing seven districts
(Current Planning, 2000) as shown on the Clark County commissioners' district map (see
Appendix II). The Board of County Commissioners is the final authority in approving or
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denying non-conforming zone change applications.
The problem statements of this research are:
1) Clark County assumed there was a public perception that non-conforming zone
changes were being approved without regard to the master plan. Was this
assumption correct?
2) Are decisions in approving non-conforming zone changes consistent among all
levels of decision-making?
To answer the two aforementioned questions, research on the history of Clark
County's non-conforming zone change process was conducted, evaluated, and analyzed.
The research reviewed and analyzed 687 randomly selected non-conforming zone change
reports approved from 1990 to 2002.
The researcher examined the data to determine the validity of the argument that the
public did not see the importance of land use plans because there were continuous
approvals of non-conforming zone changes. In addition, the researcher examined whether
public involvement is low and needs improvement, as stated in the regulation document.
Tonn, English, and Travis (2000), in their paper titled "A Framework for
Understanding and Improving Environmental Decision Making," state that the evaluation
process is very important if environmental decision making is to be improved over time.
Officials' changing policies or regulations to improve a process without a clear prior
knowledge of the process cannot be expected to solve the problem, as there are no clear
indicators of cause the problem or what needs to be improved.
Recent changes in the non-conforming zone change regulations have been principally
based on the assumption that the old regulations were not effective. Proponents for the
change agreed with the unsubstantiated perception that land use plans are unimportant,
particularly if non-conforming zone changes were, indeed, continuously being approved.
Moreover, one of the intents of the change was to eventually instill public confidence and
improve public involvement in the non-conforming zone change process. There is no
clear knowledge of what was deemed effective or ineffective in the old process because
neither data nor interviews were collected or conducted to date to support the statement
and the subsequent changes made.
Hypotheses
In approaching and answering the problem statements, the researcher assumes two
hypotheses:
1) Yes, there were too many non-conforming zone changes approved that did not
adhere to the master plan.
2) Yes, consistency of decisions among levels of decision making is low.
According to the Nevada Revised Statue (NRS 278.230), whenever the governing
body of a county has adopted a master plan, it shall consult the recommendation of the
planning commission to determine the reasonable and practical means for putting it into
effect. The master plan is meant to serve as both a pattern and guide, and Clark County,
therefore, has an obligation to follow the established land use plans within the master
plan in order to create a systematically better community. Planning, the master plan, and
zoning are interrelated components of a system that depend on each other for success.
The Relationships Among Planning,
the Master Plan, and Zoning
The term "planning" has a broad connotation. It includes the physical development of
the community and its environment in relation to its social and economic well-being for
the fulfillment of the rightful, common destiny (So & Getzels, 1988). Wildavsky (1973)
defines planning as a control of the future, and planning will not succeed if there is less
conformity to what was originally planned. Wildavsky (1981) further defines planning as
an activity of any community designed to reach a desired goal projected to be
implemented. In addition, Vasu (1979) states that planning in the United States
commonly refers to the function of local government concerned primarily with the
construction of physical space.
The nature of local government planning can vary significantly in both focal point
and style, depending on the type of community being planned (So & Getzels, 1988). For
example, planning in Clark County will be different from planning in Washoe County in
the northern part of the state because these two counties have different senses of
economic well-being and environment. According to So and Getzels (1988), planning
creates products such as comprehensive plans or master plans and zoning, which interacts
to achieve certain planning goals.
Master plans provide a big picture of how and where development will occur in an
area. They are long-range statements and guiding visions for land use development and
the provision of community services and facilities. According to the Nevada Revised
Statue (NRS 278.230), whenever the governing body of any city or county has adopted a
master plan, it shall, upon recommendation of the planning commission, determine
reasonable and practical means for putting it into effect. The master plan will serve as:
1) A pattern and guide for orderly physical growth and development of county,
causing the least amount of natural resource impairment, and one that will
conform to the adopted population plan where required. It will also ensure an
adequate supply of housing, including affordable housing.
2) A basis for the efficient expenditure of funds thereof relating to the subjects of the
master plan.
Clark County's Title 30 defines the master plan/comprehensive plan as "the plan,"
and refers to the one adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on December 15,
1983. It includes all land use plans, including the general plan map adopted by the Board
of County of Commissioners on January 21, 1974, for areas not included in a more
recently adopted land use plan map and other elements subsequently adopted.
The land use plan, sometimes known as the land use guide, is part of a master plan
used to guide development within a certain geographical area. The land use plan
represents a set of policies and goals that specifically guide the growth and development
of a certain area. For example, "RE" designates "rural estates," indicating that there is a
limit of two houses per gross acre (Current Planning, 2000).
Zoning is part of the planning process; it is the basic means of land use control
engaged by local governments in the United States (So & Getzels, 1988). The first zoning
law was first adopted in New York in 1916. In 1926, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
zoning was constitutional, and by the late 1930s, most states had adopted some sort of
legislation to allow zoning by the local government. Currently, zoning is a major
component of local and urban planning areas in the United States.
The intent of zoning is to divide the community into districts (zones) and impose
different land use regulations on each district, by specifying the allowed uses, types of
buildings, intensity or density of such uses, and the bulk of building on the land (So &
Getzels, 1988). Likewise, Goetz, and Wofford (1979) define zoning as a formulation of
rules for land allocation that are influenced by the self-interest of actors in the decision-
making process.
The main job of zoning is to implement land use regulations, and review and develop
plans (Fleischmann, 1989). As Patterson (1979) notes, zoning was introduced for the
purpose of protecting and preserving the value of properties through control over the
physical character of the local area and historical preservation. In Clark County, the
zoning process allows two types of zoning requests: 1) conforming zone change; and 2)
non-conforming zone change (Current Planning, 2000).
A zone change, sometimes called a zone boundary amendment, is a request filed with
Clark County's Department of Comprehensive Planning to amend the official Zoning
Map of Clark County by reclassifying property from one zoning district to another
(Current Planning, 2000).
A conforming zone change, sometimes called a conforming boundary amendment, is
a proposed zone change request within the range of residential densities and/or non-
residential intensities indicated on the applicable land use plan map, specific plan,
neighborhood plan, concept plan, or community district map (Current Planning, 2000).
In contrast, a non-conforming zone change, also known as a non-conforming zone
boundary amendment, is a proposed change that is not within the range of residential
densities and/or non-residential intensities indicated on the applicable land use plan map,
specific neighborhood plan, and concept plan (Current Planning, 2002).
Table 1 summarizes commonly used zoning classifications in Clark County.
Table 1 Samples of Clark County Zoning Classifications
District Type
Rural Density
Residential
R-U, R-A, R-E, R-D
Low/Medium Density
Residential
R-1,R-2,RUD
Multifamily
Residential
R-3, R-4, R-5
Commercial
Transitional District
CRT
Professional Office
C-P
Local Business
C-l
General Business
C-2
Light
Industrial/Designed
Manufacturing
M-l.M-D
Heavy Industrial
M-2
Limited Resort and
Apartments H-l
Urban Village U-V
Principle Uses
Residential/Agriculture
Livestock Rural lifestyle
Single Family Units,
Parks
Dormitories, Multifamily Units,
Nursing and Senior Homes
Offices
Offices
Banks, Retail, Clubs, Small Outlets
Auto Sales, Shopping Centers,
Bakeries, Veterinary Offices, Taverns
Outside Storage, Manufacturing
Assembly, Kernels, Adult
Entertainment in M-l only
Chemical Processing, Heavy
Manufacturing
Casinos and Gambling, Live
Entertainment, Restaurants
Mixed Use Development Commercial,
Office
Alternate Uses
Schools, Churches,
Public Facilities
Child Care,
Churches, Schools
Public Facilities
Hospitals, Public
Facilities, Schools,
Child Care
Schools, Child
Care, Parks,
Parking Lots
Theatres, Gas
Stations
Dry Cleaners,
Schools,
Churches
Animal Storage
Paper Mills,
Recycling Facilities
Payday/Check
Cashing, Daycare
Source: Clark County, Title 30
Clark County Non-Conforming Zone
Change Procedure
From 1990 to 2002, the proposed non-conforming zone changes in Clark County
were reviewed at four levels. First was the review from the Clark County Comprehensive
Planning staff, who is a team of professionals that are responsible for urban planning,
design, and implementation of planning policies and regulations in Clark County.
The second level was a public hearing by the representing town board, which are
comprised of members appointed by the Board of County Commissioners to represent
certain geographic areas (see Appendix II) and make recommendations to the Planning
Commission or Board of County Commissioners (Current Planning, 2000).
The third level was a public hearing hosted by the Planning Commission, which is a
body usually comprised of seven members appointed by the county's commissioners.
Nevada law requires the county's planning functions to be assigned to a planning
department, or the Planning Commission, and a legislative body, the Board of County
Commissioners (State of Nevada, 2004).
Lastly, the Planning Commission recommends the boundaries of zoning districts and
determines appropriate requirements relative to site plan review, forwarding its
recommendations to the Board of County Commissioners, which recommends a final
action (Davidson & Dolnick, 1999).
The new regulations approved by the Board of County Commissioners in 2003
increased the process to seven levels through which any non-conforming zone change
requests must be reviewed. The differences between the old and new non-conforming
zone change processes are shown in Figure 1. Table 2 further explains the requirements
of the two processes.
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Figure 1 Old and New Non-Conforming Zone Change Processes
Source: Current Planning, 2003
Table 2 Clark County Old and New Non-Conforming Zone Change Requirements
Old Process, January 1990 to November
2003
New Process, December 2003 to Date
• Applicant calls the planning department to
schedule an appointment.
• Applicant meets with a planner to submit a
completed application.
• If the application is complete*, it is taken,
assigned a number, and scheduled for Town
Board, Planning Commission, and Board of
County Commissioners meetings.
• Staff does research and prepares report.
• Public notifications are sent to all the
property owners within a 750-feet radius
from the subject parcel (s).
• Applicant attends a Town Board meeting and
presents the case. It approves or denies the
application.
• Applicant attends the Planning Commission
for a public hearing. It approves or denies the
application.
• Applicant presents his non-conforming zone
change request to the BCC at a public
hearing.
*A completed application means the applicant
Drovided all the required documents for the non-
conforming zone change submittal.
Note: Required documents for non-conforming zone
changes requests include:
Application Form
Deed
Legal Description
Site Plan
Elevation
Floor Plan
Assessor's Maps
Non-Conforming Reports (Related to water, fire,
school, traffic etc.)
Applicant submits a pre-application package
of 15 copies of the site plan, 15 copies of
description of the project, and 15 copies of a
compelling justification letter at the front
counter of Current Planning within the
specified dates on each planning area.
The applicant is given a specific date to meet
with planning staff to discuss the proposed
project and all the issues related to the
project.
The applicant is required to mail notices of a
neighborhood meeting ten working days
prior to the actual neighborhood meeting.
The applicant is required to provide staff
with a copy of the notice including the date,
time, and location of the neighborhood
meeting.
Staff attends the neighborhood meeting as a
resource for information on the county code
or land use plans.
The applicant makes an appointment with
appropriate Current Planning staff to submit
the non-conforming zone change application
package. Only completed applications are
accepted.
The application is assigned dates for the
Town Board, Public Commission and BCC
meetings.
The applicant is required to address all issues
discussed during the pre-conference meeting
with staff and a summary of what happened
with the neighborhood meeting.
Staff prepares report with recommendations.
Staff sends public notification to all property
owners within 1,500-feet radius of the
subject parcel(s).
The application is ready for the public
hearing process, starting with the Town
Board/Citizen Advisory Council (TAB). It
approves or denies the application.
Applicant presents non-conforming zone
change to the Planning Commission. It
approves or denies the application.
Non-conforming zone change goes for final
action to the Board of County
Commissioners (BCC) meetings.
Source: Current Planning, 2003
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Major Differences Between the Old and New
Non-Conforming Zone Change Processes
The new process requires the applicant to file a pre-application, which adds a
discussion of the request at an early stage with all the approving agencies that may have
concerns with the project, such as the Regional Transportation Commission, the various
public works, Clark County School District, Regional Flood Control, and Department of
Parks and Recreation.
The new process also requires the applicant to conduct a neighborhood meeting. The
purpose of the neighborhood meeting is for the applicant to address, disclose, and discuss
with neighbors the proposed zoning changes, uses, site development, and impact to
infrastructures, including the submission of a traffic impact analysis as well as
compelling justification for the changes.
The new process further requires the applicant to address all issues discussed during
the pre-conference meeting with planning staff and to provide a summary of what
happened at the neighborhood meeting. Given these added steps, there is a significant
time difference between the old and new non-conforming zone change approval
processes. The old process took approximately two and a half to three months from
applicatior submittal to the final approval by the Board of County Commissioners, while
the new process takes approximately five to six months from the pre-submittal date to the
final approval.
The pu ?lic notification distance in the new process was increased from the required
public noti ication to all within a 750-foot radius from the property requesting a non-
conforming zone change to a new 1,500-foot radius compared. The increase in distance
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allows the Department of Comprehensive Planning to notify more citizens of what is
being proposed close to or within their communities.
In order to improve the non-conforming zone change process, it is important to know
what happened historically, as it will provide supporting data on whether the "negative
public perception" about the non-conforming zone change process is accurate. Relying on
perceptions of unsubstantiated information will not adequately provide the information
needed to evaluate and improve the process.
Why Historical Review?
The history of non-conforming zone changes is significant to the Clark County
Department of Comprehensive Planning because it potentially provides information that
can either support or reject justification for the new regulations. The new regulations state
that the intent of the change is to improve public involvement in the non-conforming
zone change process. It suggests that the old process did not involve the public nearly
enough in the consideration process. The question begs, however, how did the
Department of Comprehensive Planning come to that conclusion without substantive data
or interviews to support the statement?
A historical review can provide information that can be used by the Department of
Comprehensive Planning to evaluate and enhance its existing policies and regulations
regarding the non-conforming zone change process. It is hoped that the results will either
support or reject the alleged negative public perception that land use plans are
unimportant. Since the state of Nevada has established statues that require each city or
12
county to reasonably follow their respective master plans, Clark County has the
obligation to do so and share it with its citizens (State of Nevada, 2004).
In addition, if the research reveals a large number of non-conforming zone changes
were approved throughout the four levels of decision making (i.e. reviews by the
planning staff, local town boards, Planning Commission, and Board of County
Commissioners bodies), then it reflects yet another problem—the difficulty of keeping up
with the rapid growth and changes that are occurring within Clark County because the
zoning map is changing faster than what the master plans were designed for. The results
from this research can provide comments that can be used to formulate or enhance
existing policies and serve as guidelines for the decision makers to follow even when the
population and economic growth is faster than the process of updating the master plans.
So and Getzels (1988) point out that master plans should include a statement of growth
management policy in order to guide decision makers when dealing with community
growth issues.
If the research discovers a higher percentage of non-conforming zone changes were
consistently recommended denial by both planning staff and the respective town board,
but approved by the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners, the data
would then support the argument that the land use plan could be deemed unimportant as
suggested in the new regulations. If the master plan or land use plan is not used to guide
development and provide smart growth initiatives, as intended by the Nevada statutes and
Clark County codes, then it loses its meaning.
Social scientists such as Seasons (2003) state that good policies and wonderful staff
recommendations can be consistent with established policies, though the end result is not
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so much if the policies are effective, but whether the political motivation exists to
implement the established policies. Therefore, it is important for Clark County's Planning
Department to establish policies and regulations that will emphasize the importance of
using a master plan and restore its public perception of integrity within the planning
process.
The results of this research will help identify areas of concerns related to the non-
conforming zone change process, specifically on the importance of land use plans, public
involvement, and consistency in decision making. The research will provide
recommendations that can be used to formulate new policies and goals that can be
incorporated in the new regulations. The recommendations can be used to improve and
bring an understanding on the importance of monitoring and evaluating as a tool to
improve either the policies or the process.
To accentuate the importance of this research, the next chapter presents review of the
literature that will provide discussion for the arguments presented in this research.
Chapter 2 will discuss the interrelationships among the different elements within the
planning process of any community. These elements inclucie comprehensive planning and
its role in zoning, public involvement in the planning process, the role of politics in
decision making, and the importance of monitoring and evaluating in and for policy
improvements. These elements are significant, when integrated together, in establishing
policies and regulations that can be used to develop a better community.
14
CHAPTER 2
ACCORDING TO LITERATURE
This research is significant because it seeks to support or reject whether an alleged
negative public perception that land use plans are unimportant because non-conforming
zone changes were continuously being approved by the Board of County Commissioners
exists, and if there is a need to instill public confidence and invite their participation in
the non-conforming zone change process. These points are noted in the new regulations
of the non-conforming zone change process. As stated in these regulations, the change in
process is to "alleviate the negative public perception that land use plans were of little
value" (Current Planning, 2003, 1). Before making changes of any policy or regulation, it
is important to have feedback as to what happened prior in order to help focus and
improve that particular area (Rossi, Freeman, & Liosey, 1999). The new regulations did
not have any supporting data or interviews to determine if the statement about the
public's negative perception is true or not. Therefore, the intent of this research is to seek
information that will support or disapprove these arguments. A comprehensive plan is
essential in community planning because it provides guidance and direction of what the
zoning would be.
15
Comprehensive Planning and its Role in Zoning
In order to achieve a certain future in any community, there is a need to establish
goals that can be used to guide and direct it (Solnit, Reed, Glassford, & Erley, 1988).
They propose the following five major steps that allow a community to achieve a desired
future:
1) A local planning organization needs to establish basic goals of what it wants the
community to look like in the future.
2) Planning staff needs to learn and understand the land use, population, economic
growth, environmental issues, and all physiological features of a community in
order to provide good planning.
3) Planning staff needs to prepare and create policies that will formulate statements
of how the community will develop and grow.
4) Planning staff needs to determine implementation and effectuation to achieve the
desired future, which requires all levels of decision makers to use the tools
provided to them, such as zoning ordinances, capital improvements, land
subdivision regulations, environmental regulations, and other guidelines.
5) Planning staff needs to monitor and obtain feedback as the final step in enabling
the planning organization to evaluate how well the goals and objectives are being
used. The information can provide comments for future guidelines, serving as a
foundation for improving the planning process.
McLoughlin (1969) points out that the goal of planning is to seek to regulate or
control the activities of individuals and groups to minimize negative impacts and promote
16
better performance of the physical environment, in accordance with the goals and
objectives set out in the land use plan.
Zoning is part of the planning process undertaken by a local government. It divides
the community or municipality into districts (zones) and imposes land use regulations on
each district such us the allowed uses of land, types of buildings, and the intensity or
density of such uses on the land (Solnit et al., 1988). For example, Clark County allows
two units per gross acre in Rural Estate zoning (R-E), and livestock animals such as
cows, goats, and chickens are permitted in this zone (Current Planning, 2000). There is an
increased number of states, including Nevada, requiring that zoning conform to a "well
established and approved plan or comprehensive plan" (Solnit et al., 1988, 20). In
addition, Solnit et al. argues that the zoning process cannot really be effective unless a
long-term plan is established and followed, because a land use plan provides goals and
policies to guide a community to a better land allocation and a preferred future.
The purpose of a comprehensive land use plan is to provide information about
existing development and zoning and goals, objectives, policies, and potential location
and characteristics of future development, in addition, the master plans/land use plan
initiation was to protect property values. However, Ferguson and Platter (1987) argue that
land use control and regulations may prohibit profitable use of a specific parcel of land,
adjacent land use may impact market value, or changes in zoning may call for the
abandonment of existing profitable uses. Therefore, zoning can not only destroy pre-
existing worth, but it can be instrumental in changing the entire future of an area
(Ferguson & Plattner, 1987).
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When the community fails to follow its master plan or land use plan because of its
multiple non-conforming zone changes, there is a chance of creating an unsuitable
development area within that community. Razin (1998) argues that unplanned, scattered,
and piecemeal residential and commercial development results in urban sprawl that
infringes on rural-urban (outskirt areas with low density) areas and becomes a source of
environmental problems, such as increased pollution because of increased carbon
monoxide emissions from increased automobiles. Likewise, Clark County's change in
regulation regarding the non-conforming zone change process is to emphasize and
strengthen the use of land use plan in order to improve development within Clark County
(Current Planning, 2003).
Some communities like Clark County have experienced development patterns, which
are similar to urban sprawl. Reid (1997) defines sprawl as not suburbanization, generally,
but rather forms of suburban development that lack accessibility and open space. He adds
that planned communities have preserved anywhere from 18% to 57% of the total land
area as open space, compared to unplanned communities that have no or little open space.
Some researchers point out that suburban sprawl is associated with the decline of central
cities and older suburbia. As a result, it negatively affects the future of the metropolis
(Razin, 1998; Savitch, Collins, Sanders, & Markham, 1993). Therefore, planning and
maintaining the master plan enables communities to achieve smart growth development.
According to Kaiser, Godschalk, and Chapin (1995), a land use plan/master plan
serves several purposes. One is to provide guidelines by which the community can
participate in a democratic way with elected and appointed officials to create better
policies and regulations for their communities. Second, a land use plan acts as a tool to
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communicate policies and regulations to property owners, developers, citizens, elected
officials, and other affected parties. Third, the intent of a land use plan is to educate,
inspire, and convince all stakeholders that planned communities are socially and
economically good. Lastly, a land use plan helps to implement all policies and
regulations by incorporating plans through the approval of conforming and non-
conforming zone changes.
Sometimes it can be difficult for some cities or counties to keep up with upgrading
their master plans/land use plans because of the tremendous pressure of urban growth.
Patterson (1979) argues that zoning has a problem with time gap between the present
reality of the zoning map and the future orientation of a land use plan. As a result, the
time gap encourages a larger number of non-conforming zone change applications from
developers. For example, Clark County's Department of Comprehensive Planning used to
update the land use plan every 10 years. Meanwhile, non-conforming zone changes were
accepted continuously, creating a huge difference between the zoning map and the land
use plan. The new regulations changed the time frame to every 5 years for updating the
land use plan of a certain geographical area within unincorporated Clark County.
Urban growth attracts new businesses and more people that eventually contribute to
the area's economic growth. However, urban growth increases the pressure of approving
non-conforming zone changes because developers are eager to develop anything that the
market demands. Over time, the process can have significant environmental impact on
the surrounding neighborhoods and community in general. Clark County has experienced
tremendous growth in terms of its economy, population, and developed land. For
example, the county's average annual growth rate between 1995 and 2000 was 6.4%
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(Comprehensive Planning, 2004). In 1990, the county's population was 797,142, while in
2002, the population expanded to 1,578,332 (Comprehensive Planning, 2004). As a
result, the county is experiencing significant environmental problems such as bad air
quality because of the increased carbon monoxide emissions from the increased number
of automobiles and less open space with respect to the population. Soon the county may
experience problems with water consumption and solid waste management. Therefore,
there is a great need to turn around the negative public perception, if found to exist, that
land use plans are unimportant because of the continuous approval of non-conforming
zone changes. By eliminating the negative perception, the county will make the master
plan a significant tool to guide the community to a better future.
The Clark County non-conforming zone change process involves many stakeholders,
many of which include the Clark County decision-making bodies (i.e. planning staff,
town boards, Planning Commission, and the Board of County Commissioners), citizens,
and developers. Cooperation and common vision among stakeholders are essential in
achieving consensual policy and improving the planning process. Therefore, these instill
public confidence and restores public trust towards the non-conforming zone change
process.
Kumar, et al. (2000),
important to human existence
among all stakeholders who
new regulations of the non-<
negative perception that the
changes were continuously;
Lulhmann (1979), and Williamson (1993) argue that trust is very
because it enhances the understanding and believing
participate and work for a common cause. For example, the
onforming zone change process state that the public has a
land use plans are unimportant because non-conforming zone
ipproved by the Board of County Commissioners despite
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objections from planning staff and the town boards. When expectations are not fulfilled,
as intended in the planning process, it is difficult to re-establish it and convey an
understanding among all stakeholders.
To achieve better planning, an organization needs to establish conviction and
cooperation among all stakeholders. Likewise, Clark County's Department of
Comprehensive Planning will need to fulfill its expectation by emphasizing common
vision and the importance of the land use plan in the non-conforming zone change
process. If the expectations of the importance of land use are fulfilled, the public will
start believing in the non-conforming zone change process and their confidence in the
planning will be boosted.
Consistency in decision making, public participation, and involvement are vital to the
non-conforming zone change process and planning, in general. The following section
discusses the importance of public participation in the planning process.
Public Participation in the Planning Process
Democracy in the United States is built on the belief that authority resides with the
people and that the actions of government should be constantly subject to review and
limit (Sharpe, 1973). Public participation, sometimes referred to as public involvement, is
a fundamental tenet of democracy that gives control to and delegates power for its
citizens (Arnstein, 1969). Zimmerman and Rappaport (1988) argue that in order to
achieve a true public participation in planning, there is a need to allow citizens to shape
planning decisions and outcomes while increasing their levels of social and political
empowerment. Thus, public participation has the potential to strengthen the planning
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process, which eventually increases the value of planning in the public's eye. Public
participation empowers citizens as they seek a stronger voice in decisions that affect their
communities.
Fainstein and Fainstein (1985) define public participation as a process whereby
particular constituencies influence governmental activities through a set of specified
modes that affect the output. Public participation forces agencies to be accountable to the
public they serve and enables the inclusion of ordinary citizens in decision making
(Forester, 1999). Bickerstaff and Walker (2001) state that public participation improves
support for policies, and it improves the planning process in general.
Public mobilization and participation in the zoning process is crucial since it can
influence decision making. Hutcheson and Prather (1988) state that citizen participation
can influence change in governmental activities through a set of actions that affect the
final decision of government decision makers. Rosener (1982) supports Prather's
argument by adding that public opinion expressed during public hearing meetings did
have an impact on the decision of regulatory board members in California. Pierannunzi
(1987) also states that the role of citizen participation is a key element in the policy
process.
Do citizens and business interest have influence on local land use decision?
Fleischman and Pierannuzi (1990) state that county commissioners and city councils
decide re-zoning strategies by attempting to satisfy as many constituents as possible in
order to be re-elected and are mostly likely to deny or modify applications that generate
public interest. Fleischman and Pierannuzi (1990) argue that there are three types of
variables affecting the result of re-zoning strategies.
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1) Characteristics of the citizens participating in the process
2) Value and type of the proposal being considered by decision makers
3) Structure of the zoning process
To test whether these theories are true in Clark County, it would be necessary to
examine how many applications were denied by the Board of County Commissioners
because of the public or business pressure who influenced the decisions. However, that
notion is beyond the scope of this research, as this researcher is looking for approved
non-conforming zone changes.
The new regulations stated its intent of improving public involvement in the non-
conforming zone change process because participation can influence change in decision
making. The opinion presented by the public can change the way decision makers
approve non-conforming zone changes. Therefore, the Department of Comprehensive
Planning should encourage public involvement in the non-conforming zone change.
Campbell and Marshall (2000) indicate that increasing the effectiveness of the public
sector requires greater engagement between the elected officials and the population they
serve.
Public withdraw from participation is more likely to occur if there is no support from
the government. For example, Hutcheson and Prather (1988) argue that participation
without influence may cause withdrawal, but tangible results are likely to reinforce and
broaden participation. In addition, Hutcheson and Prather (1988) view public
participation as a mechanism for extending the democratic base of the political system,
and thus, public participation has been sought for ideological reasons.
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Some policy makers believe that economic status of the people and the area in which
they live can influence public participation. Hutcheson and Prather (1988) argue that
being of a lower-socioeconomic status may cause individuals to participate less in public
decision making. In addition, they point out that complex urban or city life encourages
individual isolation, and the resulting decline of the community hinders participation.
The result from this research will help future researchers analyze the role of both the
town boards and citizens' participation in each planning area. By reviewing the
demographics and socio-economic status of these planning areas and providing a
comparison to the number of non-conforming zone changes approved from each area can
provide an insight of whether socio-economic status plays a role in public participation.
Public involvement in the non-conforming zone changes is crucial not only to the
public, but also to the decision makers and planning staff because it allows interaction
among them to achieve whatever goals the community has. However, public involvement
does not achieve its goal without the presence of politics.
The Role of Politics in Zoning Decision-Making
Zoning seeks to protect individuals by separating land use in a manner that
maximizes the well-being of the entire community (Friedman, 1968; Williams, 1975).
Shlay and Rossi (1981) state that the intent of zoning is to protect neighborhoods from
the congestion, noise, traffic, pollution, and all bad things associated with commerce and
industry. Likewise, the purpose of the county zoning code is to implement the
comprehensive plan in order to promote the general prosperity, health, safety, and
welfare of its residents (Current Planning, 2000). The zoning code sets forth the
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regulations that govern the subdivision, use, and development of land, divides the County
into Zoning Districts, and sets forth the regulations pertaining to such districts (Current
Planning, 2000).
Before the 1990s, Clark County was small in terms of economic and population
growth. However, after the 1990s there has been significant economic growth, which
attracted even more people to come to the area seeking jobs in new casinos and
construction (Comprehensive Planning, 2004). Most of Clark County was master planned
for Residential Estates (R-E) that allowed a density of up to two dwelling units per gross
acre, except for a few areas that were specifically identified as tourism and commercial
areas (Clark County General Plan, 1974). Because of the economic growth, many people
started moving to Clark County to find jobs, resulting in a huge shift in population
growth. This growth created change in the Clark County planning process, too, because
developers requested non-conforming zone changes to develop residential subdivisions of
higher density than the existing master plan of two dwelling units per gross acre, in order
to accommodate the growing population. It can be inferred that the Board of County
Commissioners approved these non-conforming zone changes for the purpose of
promoting development and stimulating the economy.
Fainstein (1991) states that most local governments in the United States have changed
their focus in planning over the years from regulating to promoting development within
their communities. In support of this statement, Clark County is one of the local
governments that has experienced change from the early 1990s where there was 148,568
developed acres compared to the 2000s where there was 238,229 developed acres, which
is a noticeable boom of development throughout (Comprehensive Planning, 2004).
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Fainstein (1991) argues that the causes of this change have been economic restructuring,
a conservative national administration, and a learning process resulting in a proactive
approach. Likewise, land development in Clark County provides tax revenue for the local
government, some of which is used to run social services, schools, and community
programs. Thus, the financial rewards of the zoning process may be linked to why
sometimes government officials or politicians can lead to approving non-conforming
zone changes (Razin, 1998). However, it is difficult to support the argument within this
study.
Population and economic changes within a community can be good because it
improves the standard of living. However, change will not be successful unless all
aspects that affect the environment—air quality, water, waste management, transportation
system, and open space—are taken into consideration in decision-making.
Political influence in the non-conforming zone change process can be minimized by
relying on data and feedback to provide facts about the effectiveness of land use plans
and why the public does not see the importance of these plans. The following section
addresses the importance of monitoring and evaluating in the planning process.
Importance of Monitoring and Evaluating
in Decision Making
Season (2003) defines monitoring as a continuous assessment of activities in policies,
process programs, or plans. On one hand, monitoring involves the collection and
interpretation of data on a regular basis. In addition, Rossi et al. (1999) interpreted
monitoring as the systematic documentation of events/activities of performance that
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indicate whether or not activities are working as indicated to the original principles or
procedures. On the other hand, Weiss (1998) defined evaluation as the systematic
assessment of the function of any program or policy, compared to a set of explicit or
implicit standards as a means of contributing to the improvement of the policy.
Monitoring and evaluating were important topics of good planning literature of the
late 1960s and 1970s (Boyce, 1970; Calkins, 1970; Hemmens, 1968; Dakin, 1973;
Duecker, 1970; and Teitz, 1968). These books advocated structured, quantitative, and
technical methods of analyzing planning goals and objectives, which demanded the use
of computer modeling to achieve better results. However, these highly technical methods
faded away and modern planners did not use them for evaluation. Bracken (1981),
Forester (1989), and Lee (1994) argue that the highly technical methods of monitoring
and evaluating washed out because of cost, time, and the problem of how most
organizations managed and interpreted the data.
Planning in the 21st century has the burden of not only cost, time, and interpretive
problems, but also with politics, public demands, and environmental issues. In order to
evaluate the effectiveness of any policy or procedure, it is important to monitor what goes
on in a regular basis. The best way to monitor any program is to collect data and
information that will be relevant to the evaluation of the program.
Reviewing progress of any policy, process, or procedure should be a regular practice
since it gives feedback to planners on what needs to improve in the process, policy, or
procedure. Seasons (2003) points out that the monitoring and evaluation process
improves the effectiveness of the policy and procedure by providing feedback that can be
used to address important issues in the community. He adds that if this process is
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implemented carefully, it should help planners solve challenging practices within their
communities. For example, understanding what happened to the community after a policy
or process is introduced helps with future decision making because it gives comments on
what to correct or modify. Season (2003) argues that land use design and planning has
changed from its traditional form in the old days to modern planning in the 21st century
because most American cities are changing fast, and monitoring and evaluating is needed
to guide that change. Seasons (2003) adds that planners will need a realistic and objective
evaluation on all projects and their respective impact to the environment in order to serve
their communities well.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Collection of Data
The two hypotheses of the research are: 1) Yes, there were too many non-conforming
zone changes approved that did not adhere to the master plan, and 2) Yes, consistency of
decisions among levels of decision making is low.
In order to test the two hypotheses, I looked at randomly selected Clark County's
non-conforming zone change reports that were ultimately approved by the Board of
County Commissioners from 1990 to 2002.1 researched only approved, non-conforming
zone changes because the public concerns, as stated in the new regulations, were about
the continuous approval of non-conforming zone changes by the Board of County
Commissioners. By looking at approved applications, I can get the basic facts needed to
support the research questions. Therefore, denied non-conforming zone changes were not
taken into consideration in this study.
A total of 687 non-conforming zoning changes were sampled and randomly selected
from the six selected town boards (See Table 3) in Clark County. The non-conforming
zone change reports were analyzed to find out the recommendations from the four levels
of decision making. The sampling of data clarified and deepened the understanding of the
actual facts regarding the non-conforming zone change approval process. The reports
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were reviewed to identify recommendations by the planning staff (PS), town boards (TB),
Planning Commission (PC), and Board of County Commissioners (BCC). All the data
collected were compiled in a Microsoft Excel database, indicating the number of the non-
conforming zone changes, the town board area where the zone change was applied, and
the recommendations from the four different levels of decision making in the process of
land use approval (see Appendix I). The zone changes were categorized by each
community's already-established town boards in the Valley.
The six selected town boards and their formal abbreviations already in use by Clark
County are listed in Table 3. The location of each town board is shown on the map
located in the Appendix.
Table 3 Clark County's Town Boards/Advisory Councils
Name of Town Board
Enterprise Town Board
Spring Valley Town Board
Winchester/Paradise Town Board
Whitney Town Board
Sunrise Manor Town Board and
Lone Mountain Town Board.
Initial
ET
SV
WP
WT
SM
LM
Organization of Data
All zone changes are organized by an 8-digit code. The first two letters are ZC,
abbreviations for the words"Zone Change!'The next four digits indicate the specific series
number of that particular ZC. The last two digits represent the year when the zone change
was requested. For example, ZC-0044-02 is a zone change approved in 2002.
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The subject recommendations from each non-conforming zone change were
summarized using the type of decision that was made at each level of decision-making.
The summary of the recommendations is represented in Table 4. If a non-conforming
zone change request was approved, it is indicated by the letter A. If the request was
denied it is indicated by the letter D. Any non-conforming zone change request that was
approved subject to reduction of density or intensity is indicated by the letter R.
Table 4 Types of Recommendations
If Final Recommendation Was:
Approved
Denied
Reduced
Represented By:
A
D
R
The Appendix shows the randomly sampled non-conforming zone change numbers
(ZC), the town board initials as indicated above, and recommendations from the planning
staff (PS), town boards (TB), Planning Commission (PC), and Board of County
Commissioners (BCC).
The research followed the statistical model seen in the book Statistics by McClave
and Sincich (2003) and the SPSS computer program. Since the data collected are non-
numerical in nature, the qualitative variables were classified into classes. Obtaining
approval in the non-conforming zone change process in Clark County involves different
types of recommendations from each level of decision-making (see Table 4). For
example, a request that was denied by planning staff, approved by the town board,
Planning Commission, and Board of County Commissioners will be classified as D A A
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A. These accumulated answers are listed as one class, and will be reviewed to find its
frequency in relation to the total number of classes. By running the SPSS computer
statistical program, the results show a total of thirty eighty classes with variety of
recommendations from all four levels of decision-making. The classes and their meaning
are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 shows the 38 class types, their frequencies,
and percentages, while Table 6 shows the 38 classes, individually defined, and explained
in relation to the rest of the other classes.
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Table 5 Summary of 38 Classes Indicating Recommendations From Different Levels
and Stages of Clark County's Non-Conforming Zone Change Decision Makers
Class
A A A A
D D A A
D A A A
A D A A
R A A A
D D D A
R D A A
R R R R
R A R R
D D R R
R R A A
A A D A
D A R A
A D D A
D A R R
D D D R
D D R A
R D R R
A R A A
D A D A
D D A R
D R A A
R A A R
R D A R
D R D A
R A D R
R D R A
A A R A
A A R R
A R R R
D R R A
R D D A
R D D R
R R A R
R R D A
R R D R
R A R R
Total
Frequency
255
123
118
44
28
15
11
10
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
687
Percentage
37.1
17.9
17.2
6.4
4.1
2.2
1.6
1.5
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
100
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The summary of the 38 classes obtained from Table 5 are defined and described in detail
on Table 6.
To further categorize and help the evaluation and analysis portion of the research, the
classes presented in Table 5 and defined in Table 6 were narrowed down and combined,
according to their similarities and meanings to create seven classes. The seven classes are
created using the denial (D) recommendation as a main or strongest part of the class. For
example, if one level of decision-making recommended denial (D) on a non-conforming
zone change, and the other three levels either approved or reduced it, then the one level
denied the application will be the main subject of the new class. The other levels will all
be treated as if they had approved the application. For example, in Class R D R R the
planning staff recommended reduction in density or intensity (R) of the non-conforming
zone change request, the town board recommended denial (D), and both the Planning
Commission and Board of County Commissioners also recommended reduction in
density or intensity (R). In this case, all classes who have a denial (D) from the town
board and an approval (A) or reduction (R) from the other levels of decision making will
be combined to form one class such as R/ADA/AR/R. Also, for a class where one level of
decision making recommended reduction and the remaining three levels represented
approval, this class was added on the denial classes. The following seven tables show
how the classes are combined and formulated to create new classes.
Table 7 represents all the non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the planning
staff but were approved (A) or reduced (R) by the town boards, Planning Commission
and Board of County Commissioners.
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Table 6 Definition of the 38 Classes Indicating Recommendations From Different
Levels of Clark County's Non-Conforming Zone Changes Decision Makers
Class Description of the Recommendations From the Four Levels of Decision-Making
AAAA Represents the approval decision of the non-conforming zone changes by all
levels of decision-making.
AADA Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, Town
Board (TB), and Board of County Commissioners (BCC) and denial by the
Planning Commission (PC).
AARA Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, TB, and
BCC, however the PC recommended reduction of density of intensity (approved
a lower zoning than requested).
AARR Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, TB
however, the PC and BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
ADAA Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, PC and
BCC; however, the Town Board denied the application.
ADDA Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and the
Board of County Commissioners; however, the Town Board and PC denied it.
Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, PC, and
BCC, however the TB recommended reduction in zoning.
ARAA
ARRR Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by staff; however,
the TB, PC and BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
DAAA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff; however,
TB, PC, and BCC approved the applications.
DADA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and PC;
however, the TB and BCC approved the applications.
DARA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, and
reduction in zoning by the PC, but the TB and BCC recommended approval.
DARR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, and
reduction in zoning by the PC and BCC; however, the TB recommended
approval.
DDAA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and TB;
however, PC and BCC approved them.
DDAR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and TB; the
PC recommended approval and the BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
DDDA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by three levels; staff,
TB, and PC; however the BCC approved the applications.
DDDR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by three levels; staff,
TB, and PC; however the BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
DDRA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, TB, and
reduction in zoning by PC; however, the BBC approved the applications.
DDRR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and Town
Board but the PC and BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
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DRAA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff, and TB
recommended reduction in zoning; however, the PC and BCC approved the
applications.
DRDA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and PC, the
TB recommended reduction in zoning; however, the BCC approved the
applications.
DRRA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by staff and the TB
and PC recommended reduction in zoning but the BCC approved the
applications.
RAAA Represents the recommendation of reduction in zoning of the non-conforming
zone changes by staff; however, the TB, PC and BCC approved them.
RADR Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by the TB, and the
PC denied; however, staff and BCC recommended reduction in zoning.
RARR Represents the recommendation of reduction in zoning of the non-conforming
zone changes by staff, PC and BCC; however, the TB recommended approval.
Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the Town Board,
staff recommended reduction in zoning; however, the PC and BCC approved.
RDAA
RDAR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the Town, the PC
recommended approval; however, staff and BCC recommended reduction in
zoning.
RDDA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the TB and PC;
staff recommended reduction in zoning; however, the BCC approved.
RDDR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the TB and PC;
however, they were recommended reduction in zoning by staff and BCC.
RDRA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the TB, reduction
in zoning by staff and PC; however, they were approved by the BCC.
RDRR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the TB; however,
the applications were recommended reduction in zoning.
RRAA Represents the reduction in zoning of the non-conforming zone changes by staff
and TB; however, the PC and BCC approved the applications.
RRAR Represents the reduction in zoning of the non-conforming zone changes by staff
TB and BCC; the PC recommended approval.
RRDA Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the PC, staff and
TB recommended reduction in zoning; however, the BCC approved them.
RRDR Represents the denial of the non-conforming zone changes by the PC but they
were recommended reduction in zoning by staff, TB and BCC.
RRRR Represents a reduction on zoning of the non-conforming zone changes by all
levels of decision-making.
RARR Represents the approval of the non-conforming zone changes by TB; however,
the three levels (TB, PC and BCC) recommended reduction in zoning.
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Table 7 Applications Denied Only by Planning Staff
Class
DAAA
DARA
DARK
DRAA
DRRA
RAAA
Total
Percentage of Denials
17.2
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.1
0.4
23.1
New Class
nA, R/ R/
iJ /A 'A /R
Table 8 represents all non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the town board but
were approved (A) or reduced (R) by the planning staff, Planning Commission, and
Board of County Commissioners.
Table 8 Applications Denied Only by Town Boards
Class
ADAA
RDAA
RDAR
RDRA
RDRR
ARAA
Total
Percentage of Denials
6.4
1.6
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.4
9.7
New Class
A; r-vA/ R//RL) /A /A
Table 9 represents all non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the planning staff and
town board but approved (A) or reduced (R) by the Planning Commission and Board of
County Commissioners.
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Table 9 Applications Denied by Planning Staff and Town Board
Class
DDAA
DDAR
DDRA
DDRR
RRAA
Total
Percentage of Denials
17.9
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9
20.7
New Class
DDR/AA/A
Table 10 represents all non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the planning staff,
town board, or both but were approved (A) or reduced (R) by the Planning Commission
and Board of County Commissioners.
Table 10 Applications Denied by Planning Staff, Town Boards, or Both
Class
DA / K/ K;/A /A /R
A, nA, K,
/RL) /A /A
DDK/AA/A
Total
Percentage of Denials
23.1
9.7
20.7
53.5
New Class
DD/DDK/A
Table 11 represents all non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the Planning
Commission but were approved (A) or reduced (R) by the planning staff, town board, and
Board of County Commissioners.
Table 11 Applications Denied by the Planning Commission
Class
AADA
RADR
RRDA
RRDR
Total
Percentage of Denials
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.6
New Class
R/AR/RDA/A
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Table 12 represents all the non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the planning
staff, town board, and Planning Commission but were approved by the Board of County
Commissioners.
Table 12 Applications Denied by Planning Staff. Town Board, and Planning
Commission
Class
DDDA
DDDR
Total
Percentage of Denials
2.2
0.6
2.8
New Class
DDD%
Table 13 represents all non-conforming zone changes denied (D) by the planning staff
and Planning Commission but were approved (A) or reduced (R) by the town board and
Board of County Commissioners.
Table 13 Applications Denied by Planning Staff and Planning Commission
Class
DADA
DRDA
Total
Percentage of Denials
0.3
0.4
0.7
New Class
DR/ADA/A
Table 14 shows the summary of the seven new classes created from the data represented
in Tables 7 to 13, using the total percentage from each class created.
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Table 14 Overall Denial Recommendations by the Four Levels
New Class
DA/AK/A%
A/RDA/AK/A
DD%A/A
DD/DDK/A
K/ K / p.A/
/A /RL> /A
DDD%
DK/ADA/A
Percentage of Denials
43.8
30.4
20.6
53.5
1.6
2.8
0.7
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Analysis of the Data
An in-depth analysis of the historical trend of the Clark County non-conforming zone
change approval process may identify the degree to which current concerns and policies
regarding the importance of its land use plan and continuous approval of non-conforming
zone changes can be improved. The study attempts to test the two hypotheses and find
whether the negative public perception exists and questioning if it does, is it justified?
The purpose of using the historical data of what happened at different levels of the non-
conforming zone change process as shown on Table 5 and the summary on Table 14 is to
determine whether past experiences can support the alleged negative public perception if
it exists as stated in the Clark County's new regulations. In addition, the goal of the
research is to find whether the change was needed. The findings will be used to propose
recommendations to improve and enhance the Clark County's new non-conforming zone
change process. As an example, Moskowitz (1990) argues that planning and management
is an interactive learning process, whereby information gained from past experiences is
used to reassess future actions, thus reducing uncertainty in subsequent management
decisions.
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Statistical Analysis of Research Questions
The statistical evaluation and analysis of this research focused on testing the two
hypotheses. The two hypotheses are: 1) Yes, there were too many non-conforming zone
changes approved that did not adhere to the master plan. The guidelines used to test the
hypothesis were as follows: a) if final decision by the Board of County Commissioners is
the same as staffs recommendations in a large number of approval cases, I would
conclude that the Board of County Commissioners were following master plan, or b) if
final decision by the Board of County Commissioners is not the same as the staff
recommendation in a large number of cases, I would conclude they did not follow the
master plans; and 2) Yes, consistency of decisions among levels of decision making is
low. The guidelines used to test the hypothesis were as follows: a) if final Board of
County Commissioners decision same as planning staff, town board, and Planning
Commission in a large number of cases, I would conclude that there is consistency and
public participation in the non-conforming zone change process, or b) if final decision is
not same as the planning staff, town board, and Planning Commission in a large number
of cases, I would conclude there is no consistency.
The non-conforming zone change recommendations from each level of decision
makers are summarized in Tables 7 to 14. The overall results show 37% of all non-
conforming zone changes were approved at all levels (AAAA). All levels reduced the
density or intensity of the requested non-conforming zone changes by 3%, and 60% of all
non-conforming zone changes were denied by the planning staff, town board, and
Planning Commission, but were later approved by the Board of County Commissioners.
The planning staff, alone, recommended denial on 23.1% of the non-conforming zone
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changes researched, but the requests were later approved or reduced by the town boards,
Planning Commission, and Board of County Commissioners (See Table 7).The town
boards, alone, denied 9.7 % of the non-conforming zone changes researched, but the
requests were approved or reduced by the planning staff, Planning Commission, and
Board of County Commissioners (See Table 8). The planning staff and town boards,
together, denied 20.7 % of the non-conforming zone changes, but the requests were later
approved or reduced by the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners
(See Table 9). Therefore, the planning staff denied a total of 43.8% (23.1% + 20.7% =
43.8%) of the non-conforming zone changes researched while the town boards denied
30.4% (20.7% +9.7% = 30.4%) of the non-conforming zone changes researched.
The Planning Commission denied 1.6% of the non-conforming zone changes
researched, but the requests were approved or reduced by the planning staff, town boards,
and Board of County Commissioners (See Table 11). The planning staff, town boards,
and Planning Commission denied 2.8% of the non-conforming zone changes researched,
but the requests were later approved by the Board of County Commissioners (See Table
12). The results did not show a link between the planning staff and Planning Commission
in terms of the numbers of non-conforming zone changes denied by the two levels. It
shows 0.7% of all non-conforming zone changes researched were denied by the two
levels (See Table 13). From the data collected, the results indicate that the Planning
Commission almost always did not go along with planning staff recommendations.
The results also show 53.5% of all non-conforming zone changes were denied by the
planning staff, town board, or both (See Table 10). It can be inferred, given almost half of
the surveyed requests, that the results do support the alleged public perception that land
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use plans are unimportant to the non-conforming zone change process because non-
conforming zone changes were continuously being approved. If the planning staff
strongly stated that the non-conforming zone changes were not in conformance with the
land use plan, and these recommendations were supported by the local representatives in
the respective town boards, but their additional recommendations were still not enough to
convince the Board of County Commissioners to reject the request, then there remains a
need to find the reason for these continuous approvals and what improvements can be
made to improve the process. The overall results of final recommendation percentages
are listed on Table 15 below:
Table 15 Overall Results of Final Recommendations
Results
Non-Conforming ZC Denied by PS and TB
Non-Conforming ZC Denied by PS, TB and PC
Non-Conforming ZC Denied by PC
Non-Conforming ZC Denied by TB and PC
Non-Conforming ZC Denied by PS and PC
Non-Conforming ZC Reduced by All Levels
Non-Conforming ZC Approved by All Levels
Percentages
53.5
2.8
1.6
0.9
0.7
3.3
37.1
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The continuous approval of the non-conforming zone changes lends itself to the
possible perception of why the public has a negative perception about the unimportance
of land use plans. The circumstances can create and perpetuate a bad public image of the
county's planning process, making it seem as though it is acceptable to overlook land use
plans.
Forester (1989) argues that sometimes an organizational structure of the
bureaucracies in which planners work can unintentionally cause planners to misrepresent
facts or write statements that can be misleading in their intentions for important issues.
The results of the research do not support the argument; however, there is indication the
staff does not provide strong recommendations of why they think the application should
be denied. For example, the reports from non-conforming zone change, ZC-1550-95 (See
Appendix II), the planning staff stated that the non-conforming zone changes did not
conform to the master plan due to density and the type of units proposed; however, there
weren't any detailed information or strong statements found to emphasize their denials.
When the planning staff provides an alternative to a denial, the accompanying
recommendations it gives help the upper level of decision makers to approve the
application without feeling responsible.
Clark County's tremendous growth has created pressure for developers to request
non-conforming zone changes, and the high pressures have caused not only
commissioners but also the planning staff to approve many non-conforming zone change
requests. The trend has created development and improved the economy; however, there
are also negative results that impact the community, such as increased pollution and
reduction in open space. Sometimes the approving of non-conforming zone changes that
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do not conform to the master plans can be justifiable, often citing that the government
and elected officials are looking for solutions to create more revenue for the local
government so it will be better able to provide social services to the growing population
(Fainstein, 1991). This research, however, did not find anything that can explain the
reasoning for its continuously approving non-conforming zone changes.
Regardless of why there was a continuous approval of non-conforming zone changes,
it should not have to create negative impacts to the citizens of Clark County. When
planning or approving non-conforming zone changes it is good to consider all
components of the system such as air quality, transportation system, and water and find
out how they are going to interact and affect each other to maximize output results.
The summary findings from this research show 47% of 687 non-conforming zone
changes researched were denied by planning staff, but were later approved by the Board
of County Commissioners. These findings support the first hypothesis that non-
conforming zone change approvals did not follow the master plan. In addition, the Board
of County Commissioners recommended approval and the planning staff, town board,
and Planning Commission recommended denial on 60% of the cases. The findings
support the second hypothesis that public involvement and consistency among the
decision makers are low. These observations may raise some concerns of what the job
and intent of the town boiirds or citizen advisory council are in the Clark County's non-
conforming zone change srocess. According to the Nevada Revised Statue (NRS 278),
town boards are advisory
and do not have any offic
evaluate and incorporate
boards or councils. Their recommendations are strictly advisory
al or legal weight. The Board of County Commissioners can
ts recommendations into its final decision or may choose to
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disregard it altogether. It can safely be assumed that the Board of County Commissioners
hired the planning staff as professionals to enforce and provide them with
recommendations on guiding planning principles. Therefore, the Board of County
Commissioners final approval of non-conforming zone changes can incorporate planning
staff and town board recommendations.
The summary results on Table 15 show 53.5% of the total non-conforming zone
changes researched were recommended denial by the planning staff, Town Board, or
both, indicating that the requests were not suitable for a particular area because of their
density or intensity or were not compatible to the surroundings though the applications
were ultimately approved by the Board of County Commissioners. The tendency of
approving non-conforming zone changes without incorporating the town board's
recommendations may have created a negative perception from the public because
members of the community feel their concerns are not valued in the decisions that affect
them.
It can be concluded that the intent of the new non-conforming zone change regulati
is to emphasize restoring the public's involvement and empowering it to participate and
become more responsive to their communities. Tonn, English, and Travis (2000) state
that understanding differences among decision-making styles will help environmental
decision makers to choose the appropriate approach to public participation. Although
Tonn, English, and Travis (2000) were discussing environmental decision-making, the
framework can also be applicable to land use decision-making.
The inconsistency among the levels of decision makers in the planning process may
be due to lack of a common vision and coordination of what all levels want for the
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community. For example, some of the town boards' recommendations did not indicate in
detail why it was denying a particular application. A specific example is non-conforming
zone change, ZC-0303-90 (See Appendix II) within the Sunrise Manor Town Board area,
which was recommended denial by the town board because the request was too high in
density, compared to what already existed in that area. In this case, the town board could
have added information of what existed in the surrounding area or added signatures from
the neighbors within that area to make its denial recommendation stronger.
The findings from the research can be interpreted that town boards are being weak
and that their recommendations were not regularly incorporated on final decisions by the
Board of County Commissioners. In addition, the town boards' recommendations that
were denied often offered no explanation or, at best, sometimes comprised of one
sentence. This minimal response does not really show the conviction of why the non-
conforming zone change should be denied (See Appendix II). Because town board
recommendations were often not followed at higher levels, it raises concern of whether
town boards believe they are being heard, therefore, did not put forth the amount of effort
needed to defend their communities.
Similarly, staff indicated denial of an application request with strong planning
principles on why the request was not suitable on a particular parcel. However, they gave
the Commissioners an option to a "denied" recommendation by indicating that "if
approved" this is another alternative. By providing an alternative recommendation to the
denial, it overshadows the strong intent of the denial recommendation.
As Vasu (1979) points out the planner's recommendations play a major role on many
policy-related matters that involve real economic stakes, and as a result, the role of
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planners is a vital element in the politics of planning. In addition, planners can influence
the political process with their routine recommendations with strong policy content, and
through their power to influence the agenda of community decision-making (Vasu,
1979). The results do not really supports Vasu's (1979) argument, as it shows that with
planning staff (PS) strong recommendations to deny non-conforming zone changes and
having additional support from the town boards to deny the applications (53.5%) of non-
conforming zone changes did not influence the final decision makers—the Board of
County Commissioners.
Planning staff needs to empower the citizens of Clark County by educating them of
values that are important to their communities, and by doing so it will influence the
public to participate more in shaping the existing planning politics. Rake (2004), in his
news report titled "Task Force on Growth to Focus Most on County, Commissioners Say
Poor Planning Caused Bad Decisions in Past," indicates that few commissioners thought
that there is an immediate need to address growth, its effects, and how the community is
to be shaped in the near future. In this news report, one commissioner indicated that some
of the negative impacts of growth were caused by "poor zoning and planning decisions"
made by earlier decision makers (Rake, 2004, 2B). The result in this research supports
that statement and agrees that there is an immediate need to address growth, as well as
determining what the Department of Planning did wrong and why. Moreover, the
Department of Planning should find ways of bringing together all stakeholders, in order
to work together for the common goal.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The objective of this research was to find information to test the two hypotheses. The
research findings support the public perception as justified in believing land use plans are
unimportant to the non-conforming zoning change process because they were not used as
intended. The research also finds low public involvement and consistency among the
levels of decision making in the non-conforming zone change process.
These objectives were addressed by identifying the reasons stated in the approved
new regulations regarding the non-conforming zone change process. The report stated
that the change was because of the "negative public perception" that land use plans were
unimportant in the non-conforming zone change process and there was little consistency
among decision makers. The reasons for this perception were that the Board of County
Commissioners continued to approve non-conforming zone changes, which made the
public ask whether master plans were truly important, as indicated in the Clark County
Code or the Nevada Revised Statue.
The research findings show 53.5% of 687 non-conforming zone changes researched
were recommended denial by the planning staff and town boards, but were later approved
by the Board of County Commissioners. In addition, the results show 60% of non-
conforming zone changes researched were denied by planning staff, town board, and
Planning Commission; but were later approved by the Board of County Commissioners.
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These findings support the second hypothesis that there is low consistency among the
various levels of decision makers in the non-conforming zone change process.
Communication among stakeholders is an important component in building consistency
in planning decision making. When the parties lose trust in each other, there is a chance
that they will have minimal communication between them (Fukuyama, 1995). Moreover,
the findings show that monitoring and evaluating is essential and needs to be part of the
non-conforming zone change process in order to provide feedback for improvements in
process or policy-making.
The research conducted in this study identifies areas for improvement in the non-
conforming zone change process and these are: 1) encouraging greater public
participation through the various town boards, 2) improving consistency in planning
decision making, and 3) conducting monitoring and evaluating to get feedback. Public
participation is fundamental to the democratic process since it creates pressure on
agencies or government to be answerable to the public they serve (Healey, 1992). Public
participation enables the inclusion of all people with different economic and social
backgrounds in decision-making and has the potential tc strengthen the planning
profession by increasing the visibility and value of planning in the public's eye (Laurian,
2004).
The role of public participation is much debated. For example, according to Berry
(1999), one school of thought holds that citizens are a nuisance, and their participation
should be avoided. He adds another view that the public participation process is little
more than tokenism and is ineffective because citizens are not included in the actual
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decision making. This argument would imply that the people affected feel there is a big
gap between government agencies and the public they serve.
How is the Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning going to achieve
public participation and restore public confidence? To achieve a good public participation
process, a planning organization has to allow citizens to shape its planning decisions and
outcomes while increasing their levels of social and political empowerment (Laurian,
2004). Public participation in the Las Vegas Valley has been evaluated in three previous
studies conducted by Turnier, Garcia, and Wadkins, and their conclusions are almost the
same—there is some public participation, but it is limited. The problem here lies at the
degree of public participation.
According to Turnier (1999) in "Public Participation in Clark County, Nevada: An
Analysis of Public Participation in the Land Use Planning Process," public participation
in Clark County allows citizens to be informed only by participating in the planning
process. The upper rungs on the ladder of decision making (i.e. planning staff, Planning
Commission, and Board of County Commissioners), though they inform citizens of the
process, solicits input from them without a proper method of incorporating their input in
the final reports or decision making. Town boards, for example, are considered advisory
entities that are supposed to forward their recommendations to the Planning Commission
and the Board of County Commissioners who appointed them. The results from the data
show town board recommendations were not always taken into consideration in the final
approval of non-conforming zone changes.
Another study on public participation was conducted by Garcia in 2000, who wrote
"The Effectiveness of Public Participation in Preparing a Regional Plan in the Las Vegas
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Valley: A Case Study." She concludes that public participation in the Las Vegas Valley
does exist, but with variations to its degree of effectiveness.
The third study on public participation was written by Wadkins in 1995, titled
"Citizen Participation Impact on City Land Use Planning: A comparison of Henderson
Ordinances and the City of Las Vegas General Plan."_Findings in this study indicate that
the highest levels of public participation were observed at neighborhood meetings
compared to other levels of public meetings, such as Planning Commission or Board of
County Commissioners meetings.
The three studies mentioned above were conducted specifically on public
participation in regional plan/land use plan in the Las Vegas Valley. None of the studies
discussed public participation in the zoning or non-conforming zoning change process.
One can safely infer there is little difference in public participation in this study from the
three additional studies conducted. However, it is important to note that the land use plan
process is different from non-conforming zone change process, and the participation
levels may reflect that. In this research, it is difficult to determine the exact level of
public participation by evaluating data obtained In public recommendations through the
town boards, representatives appointed by the Board of County Commissioners to
represent their communities.
The research shows few samples of town board (See Appendix II) comments and
correspondence regarding different zone changes, as required by the old non-conforming
zone change process. For example, ZC-1794-94, the Sunrise Manor Town Board
recommended the zone change denial because they believed it to impact their
neighborhood too heavily and because there was overwhelming opposition from the
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neighbors. Another is ZC-1843-00 (See Appendix II), which was recommended denial by
the Enterprise Town Board. The comments indicated the application was applied before
the area started developing, and that the small parcel did not make a good site for minor
commercial development.
Another example of a town board recommendation of non-conforming zone change
can be seen in ZC-03 82-02 (See Appendix II) where the Spring Valley Town Board
recommended denial because the application did not conform to the master plan. The
town board suggested to the Clark County Planning Department to do a study of the
residences on the Desert Inn corridor, and if the study finds transitional zoning is
appropriate, then a comprehensive plan should be implemented for an orderly transition,
rather than spot zoning. However, the non-conforming zone change was approved
without incorporating the town board's recommendation to deny the application (See
Appendix II).
Some of the zone changes recommended denial and those with accompanying strong
findings needed additional support from the upper levels of those doing the decision
making. However, many of these non-conforming zone changes were approved.
The new regulation added hosting a neighborhood meeting as a new, mandatory step
before attending the town board meeting. The new process requires the developer
requesting a non-conforming zone change to send public notification to all neighbors
within a 1,500 feet radius from the subject parcel(s) to allow neighbors to discuss issues
of concern. It also gives the developer an opportunity to answer all public questions and
make changes in either the design or request. The decision to include a neighborhood
meeting is a step forward in increasing public participation and reducing any negative
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perceptions from a lack of public participation. However, a neighborhood meeting is not
enough by itself.
The department needs to restore faith in the citizens of Clark County so they believe
that their participation in the process of non-conforming zone change is, indeed, valued
and taken seriously by decision makers. Beierle and Konisky (2000) also suggest that
public participation can be achieved by including the most important social goals of
public participation, which is incorporating public values into the decision making
process, resolving conflict among competing interests, and restoring a degree of trust in
public agencies.
Thomas (1998) states that trust is often considered an important factor in establishing
and maintaining relationships between public agencies and the general public. Public
trust in government implies that citizens must place their trust in government agencies
and its employees to get trust back in return (Thomas, 1998). Furthermore, Lowry, Adler,
and Miller (1997) argue that if government agencies are interested in the publics' actions,
the public is more likely to participate. Likewise, Docherry, Goodland, and Paddison
(2001) and Gopalan (1997) state that trust in government is important because it
improves the level of public participation in any community.
In order to instill public confidence, the Clark County Department of Comprehensive
Planning needs to invest more resources and time in emphasizing it is truly sharing in the
social values of the community it serves. Fukuyama (1995) argues that people in high-
trust societies are able to form middle-tier institutions that are competitive and operate
more efficiently than in societies where the public has low trust.
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It is important to note that public participation, alone, will not improve the non-
conforming zone change process. From the results of the research, it may be safe to state
that consistency among different levels of decision makers in the planning process needs
to be improved. Improving any system or process within an organization needs both
effort and willingness from the stakeholders to work together in a logical and
professional manner. In other word, they need to have a common vision of what they
want for their community. Stakeholders are people of different levels of education and
experiences in a single organization that share the same values. In support of that
argument, Kumar, et al. (2000) point out that when an organization is willing to work
together to accomplish shared objectives, that cooperation is called collaboration.
The results of this study indicate that consistency among the various levels of
decision makers in the planning process is low. For example, staff reviewed and prepared
reports for non-conforming zone changes, indicating that a particular non-conforming
zone change request was not appropriate on a certain area, citing compatibility, intensity,
or density reasons. However, the upper level in decision making did not take any of these
recommendations to deny or reduce the request. For example, ZC-0387-99 (See
Appendix) was a non-conforming zone change request from R-E (Rural Estates
Residential) to C-2 and M-1 zone for a shopping center and industrial complex. Staff
researched the request and prepared a report indicating that C-2 and M-1 were too intense
for the location, particularly since the site abuts an existing Rural Neighborhood
Preservation and has a single-family residence that was within 330 feet of the site. Staff
recommended denial of the M-1 (Light Manufacturing) zoning and reduction of the C-2
(General Commercial) zoning to C-l (Local Business) zoning.
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The Spring Valley Town Board recommended denial. The Planning Commission and
Board of County Commissioners, however, approved the C-2 zoning as requested and
reduced the M-l zoning to M-D (Designed Manufacturing) zoning. The town board
approved the C-2 zoning as requested and reduced the M-l zoning to M-D zoning.
According to planning principles, the planning staff thought the request was too intense
for the area because it was close to the R-E zoning, which is low density zoning. In
addition, reducing the M-l zoning to M-D zoning really did not alter that it was still
slated as a high-intense use area.
Successful consistency among decision makers in the non-conforming zone change
process is achieved only if all participants involved in the process share the same values
and beliefs about their community. When there is a difference in both the values and the
way decision makers want their community to be in 10 or even 50 years, the probability
of having differing opinions on any subject matter within the planning process will be
higher. Public participation and consistency in planning decisions enables the
organization to restore public trust toward the organization, and overall, it improves the
planning process.
Newman, Barnes, Sullivan, and Knops (2004) argue that the role of the state shifts
from that of "governing" to a more direct control of "governance," in which the state
must collaborate with a wide range of stakeholders in the process, including the public,
private, and voluntary sectors that operate across the different levels of decision-making.
The findings indicate that in addition to public participation and consistency in planning
and decision making, the department needs to have a continuous monitoring and
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evaluating process in order to provide feedback on what is happening with the non-
conforming zone change applications and the planning process in general.
The research revealed that the Department of Comprehensive Planning did not have a
continuous research program on non-conforming zone changes that considers past data to
evaluate the process or policy in order to obtain feedback. Baum (2001) states that
evaluation is the systematic review of both the operations and outcomes of a program or
policy that contributes information to help the program or policy improve. In agreement,
McLoughlin (1969) points out that planning research is an important tool that provides
feedback to planning staff and decision makers on how the system or process is viewed.
To change an ordinance or regulation without really knowing what elements already
worked in the old process and what needs modification is not suitable. It is important to
get feedback that can be used to evaluate prior experiences and establish an improved
process in order to create a livable community.
Berke and Conroy (2000) did an evaluation of 30 comprehensive plans, and their
recommendation is that planning staff needs to establish a connection between plans,
implementation efforts, and the end results of balanced community planning. In
agreement with this finding is Talen (1996) who adds that evaluation of performance
warrants investigation beyond what is found in past documents—it enables planning staff
to focus from rhetoric to hard, relevant information. Therefore, information gained from
past experiences is useful in assessing the progress of a new process or policy.
The quality of monitoring and evaluating a project depends on the resources and time
allocated. Seasons, (2003) points out that monitoring and evaluating should be a
continuous process. However, there is also a need to be selective in what gets monitored
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and evaluated for the purpose of acquiring feedback (Seasons, 2003). In addition,
Seasons (2003) states that when doing monitoring and evaluating there should be a
careful and proper method in selecting indicators that will help planners to identify issues
and opportunities, and overall, create better-informed advice that will play a major role in
improving decision making.
Of equal importance to monitoring, evaluating, and selection criteria is the
organizational structure through which a request moves. Working within a clear structure
is a major component in achieving change because policy or process change evolves
through cycles, with each cycle more or less constrained by time, funds, political support,
and other events in the community (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). Denzin and Lincoln argue
that research is but a minor among the number of frequently conflicting and challenging
sources that seek to manipulate what is an ongoing and constantly evolving process.
This study offers several findings drawn from the historical review of the non-
conforming zone changes. The results support the two hypotheses presented in this
research. The public was justified in believing that land use plans were unimportant
because they were not used as intended by the Clark County Development Code and
Nevada Revised Statue. The town boards that were supposed to be representative of their
communities did not play that role, according to the results from the research. The results
also show little collaboration among the different stakeholders. The statements made by
the new regulation indicating the need to "alleviate the negative public perception,"
restore public involvement, and enhance consistency among different decision makers in
the non-conforming zone changes process are a step in the right direction. However, the
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Department of Comprehensive Planning did not have any prior feedback that enabled it
to understand what areas, specifically, needed improvements.
The Department of Comprehensive Planning will need to initiate a comprehensive
community program meant to reach all citizens of Clark County. Smith (1993) states if a
community does not have a rightful planning attitude from the appropriate elected
official, those who elect him or her won't help to solve any problems or save any money,
and their community will be of less value. Baum (2001) believes that community
initiatives consider communities as their objects of which the major job is not just to
change individuals but also to effectively cast and turn around the conditions in which
they live. Rydin (1998) state that better planning can be achieved by integration of
different components of the environment at a different scale into a broader, more
coherent framework. This method allows the planning program to review the relationship
between each component.
In addition, the decision makers of any planning process will need to consider not
only the physical environment but also the way community perceives and utilizes each
component of the environment. How should the Department of Comprehensive Planning
emphasize public participation? It can be safely inferred that it should start by training
citizens to add value to their communities, establishing a sense of ownership, and
allowing them to participate more fully in the non-conforming zone change process.
Conclusions
In order to improve the non-conforming zone change process, the Department of
Comprehensive Planning can provide training to the various participants on how to work
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together across all levels of decision making in order to achieve common goals and build
a better community. McLoughlin (1969) states that planning staff and decision makers
demand to know what the ramifications from a housing development, a factory, a
shopping center, or place of worship are and what problems are likely to arise in what
order, with what magnitudes, and in what areas.
Likewise, Clark County's planning staff and decision makers must strive to
understand their community environment as a changing backdrop against which
individual decisions are made, while at the same time recognizing that there is a
significant effect and a set of subsequent actions altering that backdrop. In order to
manage Clark County's growth, the Department of Comprehensive Planning, town board
members, Planning Commission, and Board of County Commissioners must treat the
community as a system that is made up of subsets with interrelated parts, and in some
cases, a complete whole in itself.
McLoughlin (1969) argues that when making decisions about one component of a
system, there must be consideration of the other components in the system that may
affect or cause impacts to other system(s). In a like manner, Clark County should
establish a consistency in planning process that considers all components affecting the
environment. For example, approving many non-conforming zone change requests for
residential development should force decision makers to know the impact they may cause
in the areas of transportation, air quality, or solid waste.
In order for the Clark County Comprehensive Planning Department to meet its ethical
responsibilities, it must conduct the non-conforming zone change process as learning,
exploring, discovering, and experimenting process. Sege, Lleiner, Roberts, Ross, and
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Smith (1994) state that competent policy makers know that errors will come about as
policies are implemented, and based on specific doubts, they design organizational
capabilities in advance to embrace possible errors as soon as they occur, using the
resulting understanding to constantly adjust the policy.
With all the findings from this research, it raises a bigger question: Is this bad
planning? That cannot be determined in this study. To fully answer that question, a
researcher would need to cover all approved and denied non-conforming zone changes in
Clark County.
Recommendations for Future Study
Based on the results of this research, a number of areas for potential research related
to the improvement of the non-conforming zone change process and planning, in general,
have been identified. First, there is a need to analyze and evaluate all non-conforming
zone changes in Clark County to determine whether these changes are merely a matter of
"bad planning."
Second, other factors in the non-conforming zone change process affect public
participation such as socio-economic status and the affluence of the areas in which people
live. To find whether there is any connection between socio-economic and non-
conforming zone changes, it would be good to analyze non-conforming zone changes by
areas, find demographic data showing the income from same areas, and make a
comparison with the number of non-conforming zone changes approved or denied from
those areas.
62
Finally, a detailed replication of the approach done in this research using non-
conforming zone changes approved after the new regulations can give additional
feedback of whether the change worked as envisioned.
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APPENDIX I AND II ON CD-ROM
64
Table of Non-Conforming Zone Changes Approval
Collected for This Research
65
Zone change #
ZC-0408-94
ZC-0425-94
ZC-1718-94
ZC- 18 17-94
ZC-0 127-95
ZC-0181-97
ZC-0419-97
ZC-0127-95
ZC-0269-97
ZC-0460-97
ZC- 1646-00
ZC-0464-97
ZC-0528-97
ZC-0482-96
ZC-0362-96
ZC-0345-96
ZC-0328-96
ZC-0323-96
ZC-02 11-96
ZC-0 11 1-96
ZC-0789-95
ZC- 1049-95
ZC- 1059-95
ZC- 1079-95
ZC-1 145-95
ZC-1218-95
ZC-1273-95
ZC- 1284-95
ZC-1331-95
ZC- 1333-95
ZC- 1429-95
ZC- 1444-95
ZC- 1436-95
ZC- 1550-95
ZC-0452-95
ZC-0681-95
ZC-0443-95
ZC-02 13-95
ZC-0236-95
ZC-0369-95
ZC-2097-95
ZC- 1660-95
ZC- 1648-95
ZC-1 594-95
ZC-1998-95
ZC- 1920-95
ZC-1 864-95
TB
SV
sv
SV
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
sv
PS
R
A
A
R
A
D
D
R
D
D
D
A
D
D
R
A
D
A
D
R
R
A
D
R
A
R
R
R
R
R
D
D
R
D
R
A
R
A
D
A
D
R
R
A
A
A
R
TB
A
D
A
D
A
D
A
D
D
A
D
A
A
D
D
D
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
R
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
R
A
A
A
A
PC
R
A
R
R
D
A
A
D
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
D
A
R
A
D
R
R
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
BCC
R
A
R
R
A
R
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
R
A
R
A
A
R
R
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
66
Zone change #
ZC- 1749-00
ZC- 1820-95
ZC- 1029-94
ZC- 1040-94
ZC- 1120-94
ZC-1121-94
ZC-1 123-94
ZC- 11 39-94
ZC-1 606-94
ZC- 1664-94
ZC-1 708-94
ZC-2 109-93
ZC-0498-94
ZC- 1063-94
ZC-0090-96
ZC- 1677-95
ZC-1 739-95
ZC-1 820-95
ZC-0388-95
ZC-07 11-95
ZC-0650-95
ZC- 1853-94
ZC-1 834-94
ZC-1 785-94
ZC- 1688-94
ZC-1 043-94
ZC-2098-93
ZC-0183-97
ZC-0008-97
ZC-0194-97
ZC-0198-97
ZC-02 17-97
ZC-0559-97
ZC-0550-97
ZC-03 15-97
ZC-03 14-97
ZC-1 103-94
ZC-1311-94
ZC-1328-94
ZC- 1395-94
ZC-1794-94
ZC-1 95 1-94
ZC-0032-95
ZC-0715-95
ZC-0 109-96
ZC-0154-90
ZC-0167-90
TB
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
SV
WP
SM
SM
SV
SV
SV
SV
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
WP
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SV
ET
ET
PS
A
R
D
R
R
A
R
A
D
R
A
D
D
A
R
R
A
R
A
R
A
R
R
A
A
A
R
D
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
D
R
R
A
D
A
R
A
A
A
A
R
TB
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
R
R
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
D
A
A
D
R
A
A
D
A
A
PC
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
BCC
A
R
A
R
R
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
R
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
67
Zone change #
ZC-0253-90
ZC-0268-90
ZC-0283-90
ZC-0333-90
ZC-0334-90
ZC-0340-90
ZC-0341-90
ZC-0032-91
ZC-0045-91
ZC-0052-91
ZC-0115-91
ZC-0118-91
ZC-0131-91
ZC-0 173-91
ZC-0195-91
ZC-0240-91
ZC-0244-91
ZC-0056-92
ZC-0062-92
ZC-0081-92
ZC-0 173-92
ZC-0550-93
ZC-0849-93
ZC- 11 04-93
ZC-1612-93
ZC-1828-93
ZC-2023-93
ZC-0234-93
ZC-0583-93
ZC-0786-93
ZC- 1065-94
ZC- 1269-94
ZC- 1409-94
ZC- 1474-94
ZC- 1493-94
ZC- 1497-94
ZC-1565-94
ZC-1621-94
ZC- 1629-94
ZC-0051-95
ZC-0468-95
ZC-0572-95
ZC-0587-95
ZC-0749-95
ZC-0777-95
ZC-0788-95
ZC- 106 1-95
TB
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
WP
ET
ET
ET
WP
ET
ET
ET
ET
SM
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
WP
PS
D
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
R
A
A
D
D
R
D
D
D
D
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
R
D
A
D
D
TB
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
D
A
A
D
D
A
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
D
A
D
R
D
A
A
A
PC
D
A
A
A
A
R
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
D
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
68
Zone change #
ZC- 11 13-95
ZC- 1167-95
ZC- 1570-95
ZC- 1574-95
ZC-0096-96
ZC-0 130-96
ZC-0325-96
ZC-0380-96
ZC-0493-96
ZC-0532-96
ZC-0576-96
ZC-0996-96
ZC- 1130-96
ZC-1312-96
ZC- 1650-96
ZC-0010-97
ZC-0012-97
ZC-0075-97
ZC-01 19-97
ZC-0 148-97
ZC-0 190-97
ZC-0455-97
ZC-0625-97
ZC-0861-97
ZC- 1368-97
ZC- 1853-97
ZC- 1894-97
ZC-1999-97
ZC-2261-97
ZC-0189-98
ZC-0355-98
ZC-0364-98
ZC-0553-98
ZC-0636-98
ZC-0665-98
ZC-0666-98"
ZC-0896-98
ZC-0990-98
ZC-0995-98
ZC- 1160-98
ZC- 1193-98
ZC- 144 1-98
ZC- 1658-98
ZC-01 19-99
ZC-0 188-99
ZC- 1357-98
ZC-0206-99
TB
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
WP
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
PS
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
TB
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
D
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
D
D
D
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
69
Zone change #
ZC- 1186-99
ZC- 1603-99
ZC- 1608-99
ZC- 1656-99
ZC- 17 16-99
ZC- 1868-99
ZC-2012-99
ZC-20 13-99
ZC-0201-00
ZC-0261-00
ZC-0295-00
ZC-0429-00
ZC-0494-00
ZC-0579-00
ZC-0706-00
ZC-0872-00
ZC-0907-00
ZC-0960-00
ZC- 1326-00
ZC- 1724-00
ZC- 1734-00
ZC- 1789-00
ZC- 1859-00
ZC- 1902-00
ZC-0101-01
ZC-0299-01
ZC-0354-01
ZC-0487-01
ZC-0505-01
ZC-0573-01
ZC-0754-01
ZC-0791-01
ZC-08 16-01
ZC-0962-01
ZC-0964-01
ZC- 1140-01
ZC-0127-02
ZC-0 167-02
ZC-0358-02
ZC-0500-02
ZC-0533-02
ZC-0799-02
ZC-0830-02
ZC- 1152-02
ZC- 1243-02
ZC- 1335-02
ZC- 1354-02
TB
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
PS
D
A
D
D
A
R
D
D
A
D
R
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
D
A
A
A
R
D
D
R
A
A
D
D
R
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
D
TB
A
A
D
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
A
D
D
D
A
D
D
D
A
R
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
D
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
D
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
70
Zone change #
ZC- 1406-02
ZC- 1503-02
ZC-0078-90
ZC-0131-90
ZC-0271-90
ZC-0273-90
ZC-0299-90
ZC-0303-90
ZC-03 15-90
ZC-03 17-90
ZC-0078-91
ZC-0083-91
ZC-0086-91
ZC-0111-91
ZC-0 130-91
ZC-0 154-91
ZC-0 186-91
ZC-0 196-91
ZC-0242-91
ZC-0045-92
ZC-0054-92
ZC-0071-92
ZC-0090-92
ZC-0101-92
ZC-0 192-92
ZC-0530-93
ZC-0594-93
ZC-0633-93
ZC-0660-93
ZC- 1407-93
ZC- 1446-93
ZC- 17 18-93
ZC-02 16-94
ZC-0356-94
ZC-0498-94
ZC- 1049-94
ZC- 1063-94
ZC- 1103-94
ZC-1 161-94
ZC- 13 12-94
ZC- 1395-94
ZC-1611-94
ZC-1621-94
ZC- 1903-94
ZC-0032-95
ZC-0178-95
ZC-0197-95
TB
ET
ET
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
PS
D
A
A
D
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
R
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
A
D
D
A
D
A
A
A
TB
D
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
D
D
A
A
R
A
A
D
A
D
A
D
A
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
R
A
A
R
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
71
Zone change #
ZC-0401-95
ZC-0565-95
ZC-0648-95
ZC-0767-95
ZC-0800-95
ZC-0911-95
ZC-0945-95
ZC- 1176-95
ZC- 1256-95
ZC- 1464-95
ZC-1541-95
ZC- 1638-95
ZC-0306-96
ZC-0361-96
ZC-0583-96
ZC-0675-96
ZC-0676-96
ZC-0701-96
ZC-0772-96
ZC-0778-96
ZC- 1068-96
ZC- 1657-96
ZC- 1790-96
ZC-0 102-97
ZC-0 194-97
ZC-0 198-97
ZC-03 14-97
ZC-0393-97
ZC-0500-97
ZC-0503-97
ZC-0550-97
ZC-0559-97
ZC-0402-97
ZC-0753-97
ZC-0754-97
ZC- 1066-97
ZC- 1592-97
ZC-2046-97
ZC-2239-97
ZC-0008-98
ZC-0299-98
ZC-0448-98
ZC-0497-98
ZC-0614-98
ZC-0898-98
ZC-1226-98
ZC- 1336-98
TB
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
PS
D
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
D
A
R
TB
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
A
A
D
D
A
R
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A"
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
72
Zone change #
ZC-2071-98
ZC-0472-99
ZC-0542-99
ZC-0678-99
ZC- 1086-99
ZC- 1683-99
ZC- 1778-99
ZC-0335-00
ZC-0663-00
ZC- 1384-00
ZC- 1446-00
ZC- 159 1-00
ZC- 16 15-00
ZC- 1832-00
ZC-0555-01
ZC-07 14-01
ZC-0822-01
ZC-0826-01
ZC-0941-01
ZC-1237-01
ZC-1256-01
ZC- 1367-01
ZC-0074-02
ZC-0322-02
ZC-0391-02
ZC- 1042-02
ZC- 127 1-02
ZC-1291-02
ZC- 13 10-02
ZC-1619-02
ZC- 1794-02
ZC- 1834-02
ZC- 1863-02
ZC- 1857-97
ZC-2057-97
ZC-2056-97
ZC-0930-00
ZC-0992-00
ZC-0254-90
ZC- 1857-97
ZC-2056-97
ZC-2057-97
ZC-0930-00
ZC-0992-00
ZC-0137-90
ZC-0086-91
ZC-0872-00
TB
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
PS
A
A
A
A
D
A
R
A
D
D
D
R
A
A
D
D
R
A
D
R
D
D
D
R
D
A
A
D
A
A
D
R
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
D
TB
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
D
A
A
D
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
R
D
R
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
D
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
73
Zone change #
ZC- 1246-00
ZC- 1586-00
ZC-0546-02
ZC-0067-92
ZC-0463-94
ZC-01 15-95
ZC-0434-95
ZC-0832-95
ZC- 1233-95
ZC- 15 15-95
ZC- 1563-95
ZC-1755-95
ZC-1812-95
ZC-0056-96
ZC-0254-96
ZC-04 12-96
ZC-0791-96
ZC-0793-96
ZC-0967-96
ZC- 1029-96
ZC- 104 1-96
ZC- 1436-96
ZC- 1544-96
ZC-1822-96
ZC-0061-97
ZC-01 11-97
ZC-0402-97
ZC- 1074-97
ZC- 1928-97
ZC- 1958-97
ZC-2027-97
ZC-0122-98
ZC-0254-98
ZC-0285-98
ZC-0601-98
ZC- 1353-98
ZC- 1354-98
ZC- 1355-98
ZC- 1356-98
ZC- 1385-98
ZC- 1388-98
ZC- 1390-98
ZC-0047-99
ZC-0 196-99
ZC-0307-99
ZC-0308-99
ZC-0859-99
TB
LM
LM
WP
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
SV
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
SV
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
SV
PS
D
D
D
D
A
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
A
D
D
D
R
A
D
R
D
A
D
R
D
D
D
D
D
D
R
R
R
D
A
D
TB
D
D
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
PC
D
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
R
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
R
A
R
A
A
74
Zone change #
ZC- 1234-99
ZC-1511-99
ZC- 1899-99
ZC- 1909-99
ZC-0479-00
ZC-0582-00
ZC-0654-00
ZC-1241-00
ZC- 1309-00
ZC- 1643-00
ZC- 1646-00
ZC- 1722-00
ZC- 1749-00
ZC- 1843-00
ZC-0017-01
ZC-0066-01
ZC-0332-01
ZC-0932-01
ZC- 1006-01
ZC- 1029-01
ZC- 11 12-01
ZC-1 115-01
ZC-1314-01
ZC-1 386-01
ZC-0061-02
ZC-0111-02
ZC-0132-02
ZC-0139-02
ZC-0 192-02
ZC-0227-02
ZC-0252-02
ZC-0432-02
ZC-0618-02
ZC-0686-02
ZC- 1058-02
ZC-0257-90
ZC-0281-90
ZC-0283-90
ZC-0287-90
ZC-0308-90
ZC-0309-90
ZC-0328-90
ZC-0331-90
ZC-0053-91
ZC-0 135-91
ZC-0 140-91
ZC-0237-91
TB
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
SV
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
ET
WP
WP
WT
SM
SM
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
PS
A
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
R
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
TB
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
R
A
D
D
A
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
D
A
R
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
D
A
A
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
R
A
A
R
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Zone change #
ZC-0239-91
ZC-00 15-92
ZC-0039-92
ZC-0098-92
ZC-01 18-92
ZC-0157-92
ZC-0159-92
ZC-0162-92
ZC-0 194-92
ZC-0 179-93
ZC-0399-93
ZC-0558-93
ZC-0759-93
ZC-1041-93
ZC- 1568-93
ZC- 1629-93
ZC-2083-93
ZC-2 109-93
ZC-0001-94
ZC-0079-94
ZC-0569-94
ZC-0570-94
ZC-07 15-94
ZC-0731-94
ZC-0775-94
ZC- 1043-94
ZC- 1048-94
ZC- 1168-94
ZC- 1540-94
ZC- 1788-94
ZC- 1834-94
ZC-0004-95
ZC-03 19-95
ZC-0388-95
ZC-06 12-95
ZC-0650-95
ZC- 1134-95
ZC-1212-95
ZC-1657-95
ZC- 1722-95
ZC- 1766-95
ZC-0225-96
ZC-0288-96
ZC-0489-96
ZC-1 119-96
ZC-1247-96
ZC-1270-96
TB
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
SM
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
PS
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
R
A
A
D
A
A
A
D
A
D
R
R
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
R
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
D
R
A
D
D
R
D
TB
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
D
A
D
D
D
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
D
A
A
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Zone change #
ZC- 1387-96
ZC- 1389-96
ZC- 1457-96
ZC-0 183-97
ZC-03 15-97
ZC-03 19-97
ZC-0733-97
ZC-0794-97
ZC-0848-97
ZC-0962-97
ZC-0974-97
ZC- 1080-97
ZC- 1499-97
ZC- 1562-97
ZC-0096-98
ZC-0 165-98
ZC-0330-98
ZC-0360-98
ZC-0388-98
ZC-0600-98
ZC-0929-98
ZC- 12 10-98
ZC- 1762-98
ZC-2008-98
ZC-2009-98
ZC-2 166-98
ZC-00 17-99
ZC-02 19-99
ZC-0368-99
ZC-0925-99
ZC- 11 14-99
ZC- 1386-99
ZC- 1500-99
ZC- 1580-99
ZC- 1729-99
ZC-0024-00
ZC-0048-00
ZC-0 153-00
ZC-0226-00
ZC-0294-00
ZC-03 12-00
ZC- 1088-00
ZC- 1225-00
ZC- 1225-00
ZC- 1526-00
ZC- 1687-00
ZC- 1885-00
TB
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WP
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
PS
A
A
A
D
A
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
R
A
A
D
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
TB
A
D
A
D
A
A
D
D
A
D
A
D
R
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
A
D
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Zone change #
ZC-0 129-01
ZC-0 178-01
ZC-0223-01
ZC-0266-01
ZC-04 18-01
ZC-0461-01
ZC-0492-01
ZC-0499-01
ZC- 1347-01
ZC- 1349-01
ZC- 1504-01
ZC-1519-01
ZC-0 118-02
ZC-0460-02
ZC-0476-02
ZC-0899-02
ZC-0972-02
ZC1028-02
ZC- 1029-02
ZC-1071-02
ZC-1111-02
ZC- 11 58-02
ZC- 1234-02
ZC-1577-02
ZC- 1807-02
ZC-0279-90
ZC-0 102-92
ZC- 1526-93
ZC-2025-93
ZC-0347-94
ZC-0982-95
ZC- 1066-95
ZC- 1069-95
ZC- 1090-95
ZC- 1228-95
ZC-1510-95
ZC- 1589-95
ZC-0798-96
ZC- 1220-96
ZC-0836-97
ZC- 1884-98
ZC- 1275-99
ZC-1914-99
ZC-0083-00
ZC-0536-00
ZC- 11 24-00
ZC-0296-01
TB
WT
WT
WT
WT
SM
WT
SM
WT
WT
WT
SM
SM
WT
WT
WT
WT
SM
SM
SM
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
WT
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
PS
R
R
A
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
R
R
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
TB
A
D
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
R
A
D
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
A
A
PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Zone change #
ZC- 1174-01
ZC-1218-01
ZC-0082-91
ZC-0040-95
ZC-0567-95
ZC- 1282-98
ZC- 12 18-00
TB
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
LM
PS
A
A
A
A
D
A
D
TB
A
A
A
D
D
A
A
L PC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
BCC
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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for
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&
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~ PREFACE-
On February 19, 2003, the Board of County Commissioners adopted ordinance
M 2865 which significantly reinforces the importance of land use planning and
achieves a more effective planning and development review process in conjunction
with nonconforming zone changes. Designed to meet or exceed the criteria
established by the Board's strategic land use priority, the new regulations and
procedures are intended to encourage stability, providejjexibjlity, and instill public
confidence in tne land use
Prior to adoption, citizen participation in the ordinance review process was
maximized through presentations to the general public, townboards, citizens advisory
counci Is, area citizen groups, various land use industry organizations and/or industry
representatives, the Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee, and the Clark County
Planning Commission.
Upon adoption of the ordinance, the Board also directed staff to work with a
committee representing both the community and development industry to make
clarifications, adjustments, and revisions as needed for implementing the newly
adopted regulations, and to return in 30 days with an ordinance and implementation
plan.
The proposed Implementation Plan is the collective effort of the following
committee members:
Stakeholders: Staff:
Mike Diaz Rod Allison
Carolyn Edwards John Baggs
M. J. Harvey Phil Blounl
Gary Hayes Kim Bush
John Hiatt Barbara Ginoulias
Eric Horn Annie McCall
Mark Jones Caila Pearson
Chris Kacmpfer Chuck Pulsipher
Jennifer Lewis Phil Rosenquist
Ed Lubbers John Schlegcl
Lisa Mayo-DC Rise Mike Shannon
Terry Murphy Jory Stewart
Sean Ross Robert Thompson
Colleen Wilson-Pappa Robert Warhola
84
~ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ~
Prior to adoption of the new regulations, conconforming zone change applications were accepted
at any time regardless of the category shown on the land use plan. Applications were then
considered by the Town Board or Citizens Advisory Council, then by the Planning Commission,
and last by the Board of County Commissioners for final action. Nonconforming zone change
applications were frequently held by the Board to allow negotiations between neighboring
property owners and the developer of a proposed project; however, this practice did little to
alleyjatgjhe negative public percepJjgalhaLland use plans were of little value and ultinjgtelyj^
waste of time if they could-be-circumvcnled_with a nonconforming zone change application.
The newly adopted regulations are intended to achieve the following improvements to the land
use and development planning processes:
> implementation of a predetermined routine schedule for area land use plan updates
> consideration of nonconforming zone changes on an annual quarterly basis
> notification requirements increased to 1,500 feet for nonconforming zone changes
> a refined approval criteria for nonconforming zone changes
> a two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the Board to approve nonconforming zone changes
> a revised reconsideration process for nonconforming zone changes
> a required pre-application submittal conference with County staff for nonconforming
zone changes
> required neighborhood meeting prior to the approval of nonconforming zone changes
> revised criteria for proposed reductions to buffer requirements
> revised criteria for technical studies and reports
The proposed Implementation Plan has been developed to accomplish the following:
> establish a prioritization schedule for updating land use plans
> define how the land use plan update and amendment processes work
> establish a schedule for quarterly batching of nonconforming zone boundary
amendments
> establish pre-application conference criteria and expectations
> define information that applicant must present at neighborhood meetings
> propose a performance review/report period for ordinance (January 21,2004)
> identify the resources needed to implement the new regulations and procedures
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U-Um tit*-
APPUCATIQK NUMBER: ZC-MMQ362- il MCBTZNC DATE, 2M2-M-I1
SO: SPRVL TOWNSOARtVClTUENS ADVISORY COUNCll,
FROM: CLMX coturnr COSMOR riAiormc DIVISION
SOO i. Crwtd C«ncr*l Mtvy
r.o. vox asi7«t
UM VCCM. WBVA9A »t>5S-1144
3002-04-02
i« oumi TO omi» coMrtm mrowtArioN UPOK WHICJI to BAR
TK*IR PCC2I10M. THZ CO**(IMTOW XI DIIZROU* or *>C*SV1WS rOU>
mcxroino me KXTTZ* onottno OH THS XTTAOOD iao?ici
V/APPROVAl. DEOTAL Y NO CWHMBNT
COSDJTIOSS OF
does not conform to roaster plan Suggest County do a study regarding the
residences on Oestrt Inn. If the study finds transitional zoning is
appropriate, then a -cooprehantiv* plan thould be iapleregntecl for an
orderly transitloo rather than soot zoning.
vote S-0
Eleven in audience in favor cf ami eight opposed to project.
rg Valley Tow'n™£avisory B" "
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«JS/«5
OAKS. COUNTY
COtOCSBIMJ
APPLICATION NUMBER: ZC-00000418- 01 MHETIWO DATB: 2001-65-17
TO : SUKRS TOWVBOARD/tlTIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FRO! i a-wut oocnm CUKKBHT njmnzsc nrvrticm
SSC 6. Crtna Cvntiat P*vy
».O. *ox 5517*4
tAJ VIO&S. KTVACA It 155-1744 g
DATE: 2001-05-01 "^
XV QM»m TO OBTAIN COMP^ETB IKTOOVaHXS UPOM KMICX TO BASC =^
TKIIH SZCZfZCCJ. TKI CDMXIIS1CH I* CtflROCS CT HSCSrvU-'C YOtH WJ
TH» HKTTE* cescRieeo os TKS ATT»CJ««D
APPROVAL XX DENIAL _ KO COMMENT
CONDITIONS or APPROVAL: Subject to that the landscaping along Pearl Street
visible to the parking lot be realnta inod; tbat the lighting in the rear
parking lot be placed on thp far south property line and that the lighting
uouia be intense gnougb to luatnat -the entire area b»cn of the building
as indicated on the plot plan; that the landscaping in front of the existing
building be improved to patch the landscaping proposod>, that the block- wall
alona Pearl Street be eliminated and replaced vi th roe iron and that the
plantings along that do not obstruct the vlcv to the parking lot.
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CLARK COUNTY
KING COMMISSIC
RECOMMENDATIONS
PLANN MISS ION . f' C J V/ £T n
"-'««- U .
•kW 2 i«p« 'S7
APPLICATION NUMBER: ZC -00001080 -97 KEETUW
TO: SUNRS TOWNBOARD/C1TIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLARK COUNTY CI'RREHT rLAKNIKC DIVISION
SOD S. Grind Central fkwy
P.O. Box 551744
LAS VEGAS, KmOA 8915J-1744
DATE: 07/03/97
IK ORDER TO O8TMH CCJSFI.ETE INFORMATION UK>H KH1CH TO BASE
THEIR DECISIC*, THE OWMISSION IS DESIROUS OF RECEIVING YOUR
COMMEWTS KECARDDIC Tilt HATTSR DESCRIBED ON THE ATTACKED NOTICE
AJPPROVA.L _ DENIAL _ NO COMMENT _
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL: Approval o.f Vaf t 'r-r^it and den ia l of the ^one Chanoo
s
88
wot*
l&-l«r«M »:i\K tra Mff
ZC-fiOMlt5S- 02 MKETUK3 tU.TB: 2O02-W-05APPLICATIOM
TO i SPRVL TOWNBOARtVCmzBNS ADVISORY CXIUXOL
CLMJC coomr cnaRia-T
500 (. Crand C«ncr»l «cvy
P.O. BO* 55174*
UCB WAS, wrvwy. «»;S5-17«<
2002-OS-OS
XX QKBSK "TO OBTXUI CBBCTLCTS U3X3U«,riOK DK» KHICJ; TO BASE
rtntn HSCISIOH, TBS oaeastica.- is acsnoos or uotrra«s too
conoarrs uaMicZM tat Kurrgn ngsornia o» nu ARACKSX aoticz
XS-PSDVAL ^ _ OEHIAI.
C3BBITIOSS OF APPROVAL t
SO COMXEHT
SS
Q./
/ / / — ~/LC\S fiA/ J*T+3£\:>'K^ r~-A/'-Q^_
< s . . i»M»»a»a
Spr/ng Vailey TDVVT, AriVisor>- Board
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CLARK COUNTY
PLANNING COMMISSION
RECOMMENDATIONS
APPLICATION NUMBER = ZC-OQ000388 98 MEETING DATE: 04/00/98
TO: SUNRS TOWNBOARD/CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLARK COUNTY CURKCNT PLANSIHC DIVISION
500 S. Cr»nd Central Pkwy
?.0. Box 551744
US VEGAS, HEVADA 89155-17*4
DATE: 03/27/98
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN COUPLET* INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO BASE
THEIR DECISION, THE COTttllSSIOM IS DESIROUS Of RECEIVING TOUR
RECARDIHC THI KJITTBI DESCRIBED on THE ATTACKED KOTICE
APPROVAL DENIAL NO COKMENT
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL! Su*j~rt n--y +*•,-
and thf vaqp^jns feo reversed and that t?ie vacuums be placed along K e l ' i s
Bouleva rd .
I...
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CLARK COUNTY
p r 0 f 11/BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
f\ U C I V C LRecOWMENDATIONS
tat IS I 17 pfl '88
APPLICATION NUMBER: ZC1 -00000004 -95 MEETING DATE: 08/21/96
C.C. CURRENT FUNHIKC
TO: WINCH TOWNBOARD/CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLARK COUNTY CURRENT PLANNING DIVISION
500 S. Grand Central Fkwy
r.O. Box 5517*4
US VEGAS, NEVADA 89155-1144
DATE: 08/09/96
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN COMPLETE INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO BASE
THEIR DECISION, THE COMMISSION IS DESIROUS Or RECEIVING YOUR
COMMENTS REGARDING THE HATTER DESCRIBED ON THE ATTACHED NOTICE
APPROVAL DENIAL _S_ NO COMMENT
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
X
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M«S» 29 02 C4i46p D i « n - K ">OZ. 254-8413
U:14» flM- P
COtarnfCOOCIBIIOS
APPLICATION NOMBBAt ZC-MM*62S- «2 KEET1MG DATE:
TO : SPRVL TOWNBOAMVCmZENS ADVISORY COUNCU.
cuuui oxnrnr cuuuvr rumtixc DTVISIOH
500 I. artful Ontrtl »tvy
f .O. Box 551744
•I1S5-J744
2003-OS-21
U) OtlUR TO OflTAZM <XKPLSTC UtfOKHATIO* OK* MfTCH TO
1MCI* BtCMlCM. «Ht COWaSIIOH I* eCSIMOi OF UCKIVIMC TOOH
ucAitenK not HXTTW M«C>IMI> c* na XTTHOOD
APPROVAL DENIAL _K MO CONKBfT
CONDITIONS Of APPROVAL;
Denied does not conform to -raster plan; does not provide a buffer
petween Industrial and RMP; four square alles on other side of street
nore auitable for project. Vote *-0 Fortv-<xxt In attendance
ITITJJ1
V-..HC v'alley Town Advisory Board
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SS OZ 04:46p Di»»«tl 7D2S64-8413 f . 25
•*I-IK: MiUH fiw » MI/MI f-ni
CXJUU CODVTT
cnongsioa
APPLICATION mtcBEiii 2XZ-M09M25- 02 KEETIMQ DATE:
TO , SPRVO. TOWNBOARIVCfnZENS ADVISORY COUNCJl.
cuuu coownr cvuianr rukiwiNc orviitott
SOD I. oread C*ntr*l Pkvy
r.a. >ox S5IX4
MVWiX *»151-174t
DATE: 2003-05-21
i* own TO OBTAIN oomjrti vmtauattm vtcm HXICH TO
Ttam ncitttm. net ccMasiian n DMIMOOI or KKWINO
UJ»UJ»TI WCMDIMS TM tUTTf* D1»C»1«II ON TKS MTfcOUD HOTICI
APPROVAL. BKNIAI. _ K _ KO COWOSIT
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL;
Denied does not conform to master plan; does not provide a buffer
oetxetn Industrial and W; four square allcs on other side or street
nore suitaole for project, vote *-o fortv-one in attendance
in nre*r*<z 11 ion. _^ ^^ _^
.^.aic Valley Town Advisory Board
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CUURK COUNTY
3 IT A C I \J CBPfrRD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
U " *- ' ' '- U RECOMMENDATIONS
- f e l l I! 27 HO
APPLICATION NUMBED: ZC -00000434 -95 MEETING DATE: 07/16/97CTC CURKENl ? I A N H I N C
TO: ENTER TOWNBOARD/CITIZF.NS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLARK COUHTY CURRENT PLANK I Nr: DIVISION
500 S. Grand Central Plcvy
P.O. Box 551744
IAS VEGAS, NEVJUWl 89155-17<W
DATE: 07/03/97
IK ORDER TO OBTMH COMPLETE IMFORHATIOH UPON WHICH TO BASE
THEIR DECISION, THE COMMISSION IS DESIROUS OF RECEIVING YOUR
COMMENTS REGARDING THE MATTER DESCRIBED DM THE ATTACHED HOT ICE
APPROVAL _ DENIAL NO COMMENT _
CONDITIONS aa&smtevKL -. "Tin', «. is no-t- -fttet k)hd.f +\n<. e>s!a~>r>a.l
uJas affftfteJ -Cos. \^t.
To
94
28 03 O B i O B p Tf iB 8754273
iMur-JHI >!:«=• Fiw- -«
cotnsrr
FLAWING COKKI8BIOS
APPLICATION KUMBERi ZC - ft*000252 - 82 KEETIKG DATE: 2W2-04-04
TO : E>ntR TOWNBOARD/CmZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: ClMHt. COWTY COWUWT rUkHVInS CIV1SIOX
SCO £. Grind Cer.tr •! Pkvy
r 0. Box Sil'44
LA» VICXS, UFVJUJA «»1»5-17««
DATE: 200Z-C3-19
TK C*Se» TO 087*ZN CCMTLETC INfOtUWTJOK UPON WHICH TO SASE
THEIR DECISION. THE COMMISSION IS crtlXOUJ or UCK1VIWS TOTS
co«<z>rrt iuxwJtc:MO THE MATTEX OUCII:IIES ox me ATTACIICS NOTICE
APPROVAL 1__ DEKIAL WO CQW4EWT
CONDITIONS Or APPROVAL:
£
95
02
702 2S4-6«13
I-MJ P wwtr
COOTTT
PLMVXMB
AJTI.ICATIOH KOMBKRi ZC>OMM912- 02 KBerZBG DATXi 2MZ-09-M
K) : SPRVL TOWNBOAWXm2Ef« ADVISORY COUNCIL
PUCK: CUOLX CODjm COHMMT »UUt»J»C DIVII10B
500 I. CTMWS Oacral ntvy
P.O. BOX
LAI VBOM.
DATE: 2002 -01 -08
III OKBCX TO CMTAIH CXMHJm INKIIDUTIO)! OK* WUCH TO »A»I
TtaU OfCISIOK, TKt CCMUSflOM I* DtSI«O(» Of KCCZTVIM TOUK
comtim KtSMtciws TKt KVTTO DESOUZED ON rut ATrAOfED nori
APPROVAL _ DEJJIAL
OP APPROVAL:
MO COMMENT
Chairman ITrn-"
S^'i-.g v'aiiey Town Advisory Board
7-
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Department of
Comprehensive Planning
CjOljrYrX/ Current Planning Division
LOCV •TTWVAfrr
MAMAOD4
000 D onAfgo CHNI»I*I_ PXY ucm.
LAB vecoa NV
December 5, 1MB (Toe) •«o-t=n«
Enc Miaer Architect
2437 Zemrtng Ave. NW
Afcurjuerque. NU 87104
REFERENCE: ZC-1SSO-95
The above relerenced appucalion was presented before the Board of County Commissioner* at Vteir regular
meeting of November 22, IMS and was APPROVED subject to the condntons fcslod below and on the
attached sheet You wK be required to eicecute any enclosed documents and comply wW> a condMons prior
10 the Issuance of a buOdng permit or a business license.
Time kmtls to commence, complete or review this approval apply only to Ms specific application. A property
may hove several approved app»ce»on» on it. eecrtot which w« have to own axpiratton doe. It Is th« apotcanr*
tetpon»*>*ry to keep eacn eppecabon current
CONDITIONS: Subftct to rlght-ot-wey dedication to Include rlght-ol-way as on VS-1S4B-
95: drainage and traffic etudles end complience; full off-srte*; VS-1548-S5 to have Board
of County Commissioner approval prior to tentative map being heard by Planning
Commission; If right-of-way for Laredo la required on parcel 1(3-09-104-001 ft 002,
construct full width paving ed|ee«ni to the Enclaves for 330 feet rnateed of transition. The
Clark County Sanitation District has Indicated that they currently maintain no (listing
sewer facilities within this area with the close*! District sewer main located approximately
1.6 mile* distant at Rainbow and Laredo. Since thle development Is contiguous to an
existing City sewer line m West Sahara this development also has the option of application
for an imerlocel agreement for City service. The agreement must be approved by both the
Clark County Sanitation District end the City of Las Vegas.
CONTD
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ZC-1S50-95
December S. 1WS
Page 2
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT:
1. All conditions of approve! and aH applicable atata statutes and local ordinances mu»t be
satisfied prior to recording a map or Issuance of a building permit, certificate of
occupancy or business license, whichever 1* required.
2. All naw eonitructlon raqulraa bulWIng parmlta In accordance wtth tha Uniform Building
Coda aa adopted by Clark County and submission of a plot and grading plan praparad
by a registered professional civil anglnaar snowing property llnaa. building locations,
topography and aueh othar data aa raqulrad by tha BulWIng Dapartmant
3. All typaa of davalopmant. axcapl alngla family raaldantlal, mu*l provlda landtcaplng of
tna typaa llatad and In tha location* apaetnad In tha Clark County Daalgn Manual and
Plant Lilt.
4. Mobile horn** and/or manufactured homing require building parmlta before they are
moved and Intpeellon lor tha Nevada Safety Saal prior to occupancy.
5. Approval of thla application doea not constitute approval of a Liquor or Gaming license
or any other County lasued permit, ttcenae or approval.
6. The Board of County Convnlaalonara and/or tha Planning Commission have no authority
to grant, promise or commit water service. Approval of thla application does not
constitute any commitment for water service or any commitment tor priority status for
future water aervtoe.
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Board ofComty Commissioners
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
YVONNE AtXMSON CAIK
oamm
MUl j. OfltSTBtSiN
JAYWVGHAM
UXtAMf MUNI
KVWAWIUMMS
HUGE L WOOMURY
Bingham, Christenaen
ZC-1SSO-95
PARADISE
DEVELOPMENT/
GASTIMEAU FAMILY
TRUST ET AL/
CHRISTINE FRASER/
CHUN TING UEE/HERMAN
H. ADAMS ET AL/CAROL
PAPPAS ET AL
(CHARLES HEERS
FAMILY TRUST!
SUBJECT MATTER/RECOMMENDATION: In Che matter of
che recommendation of the Planning Commission chat:
Che Board approve Che ATTACHED described
application of Paradise Development/Oastineau
Family Trust Et Al/Christine Fraaer/Chun Ting Lee/
Herman M. Adams EC Al/Carol Pappaa Et Al (Charles
Keers Family Trust) for a zone change and use
permit, subject to right-of-way dedication to
include right-of-way as on VS-1549-9S; drainage
and traffic studies and compliance; full off-
sites; VS-1S49-95 to have Board approval prior to
tentative map being heard by Planning Commission;
if right-of-way for Laredo is required on parcel
1(3-09-104-001 t 002, construct full width paving
adjacent to the Enclavea for 330 feet instead of
transition; the Clark County Sanitation District
has indicated that they currently maintain no
existing sewer facilities within this area with
the closest District sewer main located
approximately 1.6 miles distant at Rainbow and
Laredo; since this development is contiguous to an
existing City sewer line in West Sahara this
development also has the option of application Cor
an interlocal agreement for City service; che
agreement must be approved by both the Clark
County Sanitation District and the City of
Lac Vegas; and subject to the ATTACHED conditions:
REPRESENTATIVE IS) : Present
PRE-FINAL ACTION: Following introduction of the
item, including Staff Comments, the Board was
advised that the Spring valley Town Board
recommended denial.
Following statements from the applicant's
representative in support of the proposed project,
the Board noted those persons in the audience in
support of and in opposition to the application.
-continued-
OKf 1V22O5
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Board of County Comrissioners
YVONNf ATOffOM CATES
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA OOTM
W«A ). OOtKTOISEN
MY (MOWN
tOKMMfHUMI
ERM KENNY
UYRNAWIUMMS
WRW L wooMuinr
Bingham. christensen
Continued - Page 2 FINAL ACTION: 1C was moved by Commissioner
Atkinson Gates and carried by unanimous vote of
ZC-1SSO-9S the members present that the Board approve the
PARADISE recommendation.
DEVELOPMENT/
GASTINEAU FAMILY
TRUST ET AL/
CHRISTINE FRASER/
CHUN TING LEE/HERHAN
M. ADAMS ET AL/CAROL
PAPPAS ET AL
(CHARLES HEERS
FAMILY TRUST)
DK*: 11/22/9S
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PARADISE DEVELOPMENT IT Al PUBLIC HEARINO
Pro|«cl
Do»crl»lton
Looalten
A etonnod r««itf*nll»l d*v*top4*»fil <on«4*ltnf •! 3U
untti on 30 »cr*t.
Clmtrron tteta
Avonuo >pf>faiMial»ly JM l*ol W*M ol
Ion* Chang*
Us* »or«iH
L«9»l
D«Kflo«lon
FROM:
TO:
R-i (Rural Citou* RMMonlUI) Zon.
ft-1 (IMtlpI* '""'I* MMMoMMI Zon..
A punned roafdonltftl dovotopnioitt con»uil»g ol tt*
unlti.
CM ttio E1/J HW1M HC>/« NWt/4. th« W1Q MIM NE1M
end HI* SWIM NE1M KWI/4 ol SMItafl *. Towi»h»» 21
RMtgo 10 EMt
i»j-«-ioj-»oi. oar * oo», iu-o*-io4-wi THRU 004
WASTERPIAH
OWNER
SPfflNG V/W.LEY • UP TO RESJOtNTW. Sjeu««AN (J Ou/«C O« LESS).
HESOeVTW. LOW (»2« DUWC). KES1O€KU«1 MEDIUM SWGU FA1M.Y
(7* CX*AC). COtaCACUL LOW: COMUEHCMt. UEOUU 1C- 1)
COBBESPONOCMT:
NW
NM 0/1O4
BACKGROUfA) n» Ml MO l*« 01 »• PKO«tr, Irom SViv< Anonu*. to AMOSUM 10.
•mo fMdMU low (»J-6 OUACI. i»«o«ieil iMoun angle txniy (?•• outc)
eomnwail Wo. McorfmRUHMtfUnfC-l). Th* bdvc* « H> prvpwly.
«Mc>> It Myone Vw 040 lot ko» S«hia Ammo. •> amymu r»uo»™ui
(2 Outtc o IM<). No porton ol tn> prapwty t» Oottgndod
a «n oaana n-1 cmaominmn dotoioonnni and 10 nt wttt on «o io«i»i IS
torn to BoJta ol Comty Con»i'»t«K«oi» »yciv»«d 10 KM « H-3 (ZC-4Q.
»5) too piopniMI cemM»'fc»» a»»aoennrn Ihon H • low ol SO ado
*!f*ooy tfo»»lop<d or •pr*oi»i9 ft-3 toning In ttw northnoa quwtor ol •**
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PARAOISC OfVClOPMCNT CT At PUBLIC HtARMEt
!C-lSJO-«i
STAFF COMMENTS 9»aui* f» NquMl <toM ta tcrtorm to Itt ijrx) UM OM» du» to dtnwy
<nd unn trpt Mtf nconnwnft drxt. » •Mmnmt. ian i»eomni«nd» R 2
g on ft* »»rt«*y t&ac/M*r»o R-U en •»• *Mto«ty S aOM. T>a*«O(4d
«»~n •« n-3 to
i «• t» «*• p
APfOOVAlS:
PROTESTS i tour. so«ng vim tawiBowi)
PUVMMGCOMWSSCM OetotW l«. \tK- APPBOVfcO- SUMO » -V»«-W O»*a4C»> to MUM
ACTKW ncfd-cMwy •> on vs-i4w-»i mrag* «n« n*c m»»i ana
U on-UM V&.lS»-*i to hn« B*vd ol Ca>My Coivntatlo
prior to tonMhw BMP tnlng nM«) tnr
Lcrado u wMnM an pwm 1«3-W-104-O>I t on. candnict M «un
p»»lngin»r«nltoi<»tng«»«itor»»IMIInHna«l>«n«ion. Th»Ox>
CaiMy SirtWton OMrtd h» InOcMM *MI tvy ww% nuMi* no MMng
rticMii *•*> an m>« »•> »» aana CHue mm xnn
i • HIM duiM •' fumbow «nd Undo. (Mo*
C*y i*n«« UM «gra»m«< mM te topnvMI by bo* m* Ctuk County
3irtitiftn t>m*n inrt tia cty n* I M Vtpai
VOTE: Ay*-Aaire.<)to«.LJcnnwn,TnM».C.JoMon.vmH
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CLARK COUNTY
PLANNING COMMISSION
'' RECOMMENDATIONS
te/7 Ij & •'.; :c.
APPLICATION NUMBER: ZQC -00001550 -95 MEETING DATE: 10/19/95
TO: SPRVL TOWNBOARD/CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLARK COUNTY CURRENT PLANNING DIVISION
401 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
P.O. BOX 551744
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 891SS-1744
DATE: 10/06/95
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN COMPLETE INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO BASE
THEIR DECISION, THE COMMISSION IS DESIROUS Of RECEIVING YOUR
COMMENTS REGARDING THE MATTER DESCRIBED ON THE ATTACHED NOTICE
APPROVAL DENIAL r NO COMMENT
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
Spring Valfey Town Advisory Board
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Clark
County
Department of
Comprehensive Planning
Current Planning Division
ujcvamnwuir
LAS vtOAS NV BB1BO-17A4
March 2, IMS
Mvnal Conao AModaiaa
4485 S. Polaris Avanua
Us Vagai. NV 89103
REFERENCE: ZC-1794-M
Thaatx id appfcaflon was presented colors the Board of County Commiistonaa at tl* regular
mooting of February 22, 1»95 and was APPROVED wbject to the condWon* Ittad betow and on me
attached sheet. You win ba required to execuM any enclosed doeumarrs and comply w«i al condition* prior
BtttlssuaSttaM a buliaty pern* or a business scans*. •
TVr»« limfa to commenoa. compla»» or tariaw »i» approval apply only to thto apacite appinatinft, A property
. kltmeapptcanrt
nnponiAWjr to hMp aach apptcaSon current
CONDITIONS: Subject to no acctas to Canal Stf**t and raconatnict realdeMlal drtvawaya
wtth aldewalk, curb and gutter.
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT:
1 . Al cowHUona of approval and all applicable atate atatutea and local ordmancea muat b*
aattafled prior to recording a map or taauance M a building pemtt, certificate of
occupancy or bualneaa Ocenae, whichever la required.
2. All new conatrucBon rtqulrn bulWng permit* in accordance wtth the Uniform Building
Code aa adopted by Clark County and aubmlaalon of a plot and grading plan prepared
by a registered profeaalonal dvl engineer ahowtng property lines, building locations,
topography and aucr) other data at required by the BuMIng Department.
3. All typea of development, except single family residential, must provide landscaping of
the typea listed and In the locations specified In the Clark County Design Manual and
Plant Usl.
4. Mobile home* anovor manufactured housing require building permits before they are
moved and Inspection for the Nevada Safety Seal prior to occupancy.
5. Approval of thla application doea not constitute approval of a Uquor or Gaming Hcense
or any other County Issued permit, Ncenae or approval.
6. The Board of County Commissioners and/or the Planning Commission have no authority
to grant, promise or commit water service. Approval of thla application doe* not
constitute any commitment tor water service or any commitment for priority status for
future water service.
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CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA
YVONNE ATKMSON CATES
O
PA* i.
JAYBNCMAM
lOMAMHIMT
MYRNAWUMMS
tieua i wooceusv
Christenscn
ZC-1794-94
CALIFORNIA HOTEL i
CASINO
DBA SAM'S TOWN HOTEL
L GAMBLING MALL
(MARNEti CORRAO
ASSOCIATES)
SUBJECT NATTER/RECOMMENDATION: In the natter of
the recommendation of the Planning Comiosion that
the Board approve the ATTACKED described
application of California Hotel t Casino dba San'fi
Town Hotel £ Gambling Hall (Karnell Corrao
Associates) tor a zone change, subject to
landscape plan to be approved by sta£f and an 8
foot high block wall to provide screening from th«
residences; no acceas to Canal Street and
reconstruct residential driveways with sidewalk,
curb and gutter; and subject to the ATTACKED
conditions:
REPRESENTATIVE(S): Present.
PRE-FINAL ACTION: Following introduction of the
item, including Staff Comments, the Board was
advised that thia is an area that has developed in
the Gaming Enterprise District directly adjacent;
and that due to the applicant's acquisition since
the Planning Commission meeting of the two
adjacent homes fron which screening was proposed,
staff recommended deletion of the condition Cor
landscape plan to be approved by staff and an 8
foot high block wall to provide screening from the
reaidenceB.
FINAL ACTION: Following statements from the
applicant's representative in support of the
application, it was moved by Commissioner Binghaa
and carried by unanimous vote of the members
present that the Board approve the application,
subject no access to Canal Street and reconstruct
residential driveways with sidewalk, curb and
gutter; and subject to the aforementioned attached
conditions.
Minuets OM»: 1O2IK
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CALIFORNIA HOTEL 4 CASMO DBA/ PUMJC MCAMMO
SAlTt TOWN HOTEL • CAMBUNO MALI HOLDOVIH
ZC-17M-t4
A 1t»4**et perUng M IMIIIOII to *• nMtng haul MM OM*M on
Locrten (eMM o< FMtaoo Ham *M ttw •»•« Mai at CKMI MT»M.
Zon* dn»9« mOM: Mi CMigM PM«y KtimnBH) Ion,.
TO: H-1
L*g«l On • pofltoo el Uw NW1M el S«c«en M, TnmeMe » few*.
D*Mrt*uan llMg* •> UM («a M«M on ••>-
1H.J1-1IO-OC1, 0*7 * 00); 1«|.XM11-«01
XT«MOMO COMXTUNBaC: tJT)
MM. FMMI. « IIM'I iinJH kr •» Oip.tn IK « *M< •»*«• >x WMCMtar *• MM x COMT
ClililiudliU'l. «««H«Kio«d»tl«« mill MM »K*r Uxmm F«l«*»«.nmit l*««il»l^l«>»«^<-
TM« ntquMI » «oneef»erm«g lo tM Sum* Utfai Una UM Owai.
B«ciu»i MM «• «r» pan « « ».t*««ion n* tend UM BMHIHIUII M
wn ttoa MI sna HMKipiiiA •»«« OnM STML Tlwxratoa
Tn«i in a
toti )i lowmM
topteo.
APMWVALS:
PBOTESTS:
PVAMNMO OOUMBSION OKM*»r ZZ. 1M4 • »CLO • To m VM. <B> knwr MuDr «nd b mMI «tl
ACTION
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CAUrOMMIA HOTEL a CASMO OB*.' PUBLIC HtAKMO
SAar» TOWN HOTIL i OAHBLMO HALL
ZC-17«4-»4
ST«* COMMENTS Anyappic^iwH-t»nJr?»ccn»aaiwai>qua«lorana«jriiionoif»
Gaiiwofciiaig'iMCttMt. T**Ca*atC**«»vt« maun** tuargm
in> p»opono«« "aw d*»on>vMM no »• n»OL MW. tamtaaoii. mlau
ana iraioatuxot B *» Baeoo an «a»qm». Xo frrn«'iaail •aiouammiii
•• not ««r rr«na puMC MMcM. eannone**" «f nakni IWOUKM and M
Ouaur <« "• am«nM 0» ia*dam ol «<• sir -
1 •« innanc*. tutfat n^oimtn and •« tocai. ____ --- 
r. 0* M loeaBd In an an* pianma « lonad tor Mi pupoo*. •• not
b* dMimmai w >w hoaMn. wwy 4 •««•»» o> «• onmuMy t an incfc
mpaoi can M aoaouaMr m*aiaM. **«• «a praeany ooat not cotfom.
ra« ••• Hat. •• lanoaeapins. a aurfaoa paMr« W nr M appropnaia nan
to r»«x>e«sai i piop*^  tovanad. Thankx*. tan menmtHH aponxm
auetva n ttrateapt BHn B «• appmvd or twi an) in f tool Mgti Hoi* >M
H tm*at Knianino Mm rx laaoanco: co aocaat to Canal Sawi and
noxmict nwJantai CMMMTI Mi aotwa*, can) and auM.
4a»ua<»i».
AESOU/TCK "*• a»d an* wol nieh «*x» «« e pn>M)a Knwwig kom M iwdancM.
Vota:
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Department of Comprehensive Planning
Current Planning Division
SCO S Grand Cwttral Pky • PO Box 551744 • U»Vega$NV 88155-1744
(702) 495-4314 • Fax (702) 4SS-3271
Jern L SeNsoal. DMctor • BaiMn Qinouta*, AaaMart CXraclor
«
NQT1CT. OF FINAL ACTION
March 1.2001
Bill Roberta
9866 Grey Sc» Eagle Street
Las Vegas, XV 891 17
REFERENCE: ZC-1M3-00
On the date indicated above, a Notice of Final Action was filed with the Clark Cotmty Clerk. Commission
Division, puriuaal to MRS 278.0215 and malting the commencement of the twenty-five (23) day limitation
period specified therein.
The above refetenccd application was presented before the Clark County Board of County Commissioner!
at their regular mecling of Fctiniary 21, 2001 and waa APPROVED subject to the conditions luted below
and/or on the attached sheev You w,|l be required to comply with all conditions prior to the issuance of a
b'jiMmj permit or a business license whichever occurs first.
Time limits to commence, complete or review this approval apply only to this specific application. A
property may have several approved applications on it, each will have its own expiration date, h is the
applicant's responsibility to keep each application current.
CONDITIONS: Subject to developer enttrlag Into * development agreement prior to aay permits or
subdivision mapping In order to provide their falr-thare contribution toward public infmnnKtart
•ecessar; to provide service; cross access and tagrws/egrets agreements with tbe properties to the
north and south Unwed commercial at the ttau «f permits; fall off-sites to Inchide paved legal aecen;
drainage study and compliance; *sd all applkabi* standard conditions (or tats sppUcation type. Tbc
appUcant Is adtlsrd that the future cell tower site ts not • part of Ibis request.
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Planning Commission
u>uu eowrv. NCVAM
OMJtLSY J
IOUUUI1ULAHUD
DOUGLAS UAUN
KMY THUMP
•AUAJUOKOUUAI
ZC-1M3-OO STAW RECOMMENDATIONS: Mi. Al Hud. Pnocn»l PtBfflcr. prenord t»e «ud>ocl
|>>U|M»««»dni^ Miff fico«pD»n^MiMil. »»J»jr>t<><P>JillcW<xt>c«»nat»«it.K««i
HFIJKTONEtffVESTWEM.^. tatad oe Ike IfIMM PC A(cad> Start (Mt •ttcttntK or flic} TV To-i Bovd
KCcnmulcd denu;. Hid mir nodotd em lout a faxas.
HHUJC.HFJi.taHG:
SPfiAKHKS); UnvtcmoitOupreieM.
OVEJtHEAO DISrLAYfS^ Ptcttfni
COMMISSION ACTION: k w» tnncd by CcmaHOoaa C. Moot »d mtod
»fi»iiamily A« 2C-IM3XX) be Approved, lutjart tt Mxff racvmnndKiow Md rite
tpfttctir. \» to net CTOM-^CTH «ad ing«t»^t).u mrmmrm »Mi at prepwin a ifct
•cnh loo tcuih if roooJ coomrcul * ibe no* of pernnu
COMMBSK>VE« TRUMBO WAS OUT OF CHAMBERS TO* THIS VOTE.
MiMUi: DM* I/1M1
T>^r R teukiK in*
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02/21/01 BCC AGENDA SHEET
SHOPPING CENTER DURANCO DR/SHELBOURNE AVE
(TITLE 30)
PUBLIC HEARING
APP. NUMBER/OWNER/DESCRUTION OF REQUEST
ZC-1843-00 - FtELDSTOKE INVESMENTS. INC:
ZONE CHANGE lo reclassify 1.0 acre from R-E (Rural Estates Residential) Zone
to C-l (Local business) Zone for an 8,000 square foot shopping center
Generally located on the west side of Durango Drive and approximately 200 feet
north of Shelbournc Avenue within the NF.1/4 Section 17. Township 22 South,
Range 60 East (description on file). EKlo
RELATED INFORMATION:
APN:
176-17-501-010
MASTER PLAN/LAND USE GUIDE:
ENTERPRISE - MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS - WITHIN COMMUNITY
DISTRICT 3
BACKGROUND:
Project Description
The plans show « one story, 2V fool high, 8,000 square fool shopping center.
Access to the project is from Durango Drive. The elevation plans indicate that
the building will have a stucco finish with concrete tile roof. There will be a
coordinating colored panels and tile accents. The landscape plans submitted
arc per code requirements. The property is located within the Public Needs
Assessment Area and within Community District 3, where development of
densities greater than two units per acre are considered premature.
Surrounding Zoning and Land Use
To the immediate north is R-E zoned parcels. Further north are C-P zoned
parcels (2C-0307-99). A subsequent zone change (ZC-1643-00) was approved
as C-P and C-l by the Planning Commission on December 7, 2000 and was
approved at the January 3, 2001 Board of County Commission meeting. Or.e of
the R-E zoned parcels to north has an existing residence. To the south anil
east are undeveloped R-E zoned parcels. To the west are undeveloped R-2
zoned parcels within the Rhodes Ranch master planned community.
STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL:
The applicant shall demonstrate that the proposed request meets the goals anil
purposes of Title 30.
Analysis
This request does not conform to the land use plan. Staff finds that the
request is premature because it is within Community Distr ict 3, in a Public
Needs Assessment-Area, and.is_not_patt.o£_a.major project.
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Staff recommends denial.
K this request is approved, the Board and/or Commission finds that the
application is consistent with the standards and purpose enumerated in the
Comprehensive Plan, Title 30, and/or the Nevada Revised Statutes.
TAB/CAC: Enterprise Town Board - denied (premature; parcel is too small
for a minor commercial development; and the Enterprise Land Use Plan
discourages very small strip mall projects)
APPROVALS: Kone
PROTESTS: 1 card
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: January 18. 2001 - APPROVE!} - Subject to
developer entering into a development agreement prior to any permits or
subdivision mapping in order to provide their fair-share contribution toward
public infrastructure necessary to provide service; cross access and
ingress/egress agreements with the properties to the north and south if zoned
commercial at the time of permits; full off-sites to include paved legal access;
drainage study and compliance; and all applicable standard conditions for this
application type. The applicant is advised that the future cell tower site is
not a part of this request. Vote: Unanimous Absent: Trumbo
APPLICANT: Fieldstonc Investments. Inc
CONTACT: Bill Roberts, 9866 Grey Sea Eagle Street, Us Vegas, Nevada
89117
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Department of Comprehensive Planning
Current Planning Division
500 S Grand Central Ptcy • PO Boi 551744 • Las v*0aa NV 89155-1744
(703) 455-4314 • Fax (702) 455-3271
John L- ScKooD. On*ao> • Usi COOK. Atwtanl Dk«cto> • Deborah Munay. Ptanrmg Uanaotr
*xi K*vr*a t?i-«. s>*a trttrirrxitvcirtwa i*? *cv*yipf'rirraBf>*:r^am'Lvxu
NOTICE OF PTXAL ACTION
M«y 27.1999
Phillip Rnoii
P O Box IJ4JJ
UiVefas.NV Ml 12
REFERENCE: ZC-OJT7-99
Oa Itae dale uxticMed above, a Notice of FintJ ACOOD was filed with ok CUiV County Clerk, Comrauiioo Divmon.
pursuant lo NRS 278-0235 aad markicf lac comnenccmcnl of ibe twenty.five (25) day limiuuun pcnod specified
therein.
The «bovr refereeced appiicitxn wai presented before the Out Coualy Board of Couaty Conuniuiooen II (heir
regular meeting of Ma; 19,1999 and w«Af PROVED subject to the condition! listed below uoVor oa &e troched
sheet You will be required to comply with ill condmonj pnor lo ihe taa*Kt of I buitdmj pembi or a bmiaeu license.
Tune aortt to comncocc, convex or review 6ot approval toplyortly lo tbit specific tpplicatKa A property nay htvc
several approved applicatiocs en a, etch wiO bivc lU own eipinlkn d»tc. It a die tppbcaaf > mpooubiliry ta keep
nek tppucMioa current.
COM>1T1O.NS: Subject to C-2 nwlas; oo (be front of tbc property and MD zonl>| on Ibe rear porUoa
of Ibe property; applkul lo submit revised legal dncrlptioml witbin five working days; 10 foot wide
B-l liodxape boiler (trcti ihrnb combinaUoa) along UM west properly Hue; 10 foot wide B-l
laadscaplag (tret shrub curnblnilloa) aloig the pabbc street froMages; B-2 (aitdicapiag (tree sarab
combination) along Ibe wot property line; recording a reciprocal, perpetual cross access, ingrtss/egrcss,
and parking agreements; provide landscaped Ulinds within parking lots; building to have residential
character; BO lighting to shine on neighboring propertlo; design review as a pablic hearing on final
plans; monument signage only (nuxbaum of 70 square leet, 7 feet s 10 fed with a maximum height of
' 7 fetQrtcrtcniig any roof moantni mecfaanjcal cqnlpmesitrnoiwatlcnnation af'lbe slructarei b
required per cade; right-of-way dedication to Include 60 feet for Sunset Road; 30 feet for Cdmond
Street and a portion of a cul-d*-sac at tbe northeast corner of parcel 163-36-801-010; apply for publk
access easemeols as needed; full aff-sltes; drainage and traffic studies and compliance; project may
qualify for an exception to the traffic analysis with Fnblk Works approval as allowed under Title 27;
combine parcels to prevent land-locking; paved legal accen to all entrances; and all applicable standard
conditions far thb application type. Applicant Is advised that certain uses are not permitted in the
airport environs and certain other nses will require a conditional use permit. Applicant li farther
advised that the drainage chaaael could become n future county trail/bicycle path.
M4UU ar UKMTr COMHU9MM
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SHOPPING CENTER/INDUSTRIAL CENTER SUNSti
PUBUC HEARING
APP. NUMBER/OWNER/DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST
ZC-0387-99 - OBBIEN. JOHN FT AL:
CHANCE to rtcbsstrV 10.0 acres from R-E (Riinl Estates Reodental) (A-E75) Zone to C-2
(General ComowrculXA-ETS) Zone (5 aera) and M-1 (Lejbt Marju&cturing) (A-E75) Zoo* (5 acres) for
a shopping center and industrial oorapicx. GenenQy located on the north of Sunset Road and the test side
of Mohawk Strat within (be SEl/4 Section 36. Township 21 Sooth, Rang* 60 tout (description on file)
RELATED INFORMATION
ATM: 163-36-S01-010. 020, 025, A 026
MASTER FLAN/LAND USE GUIDE: SPRING VALLEY - UP TO RURAL NEIGHBORHOOD
PRESERVATION (UP TO 2.5 DU/AQ
BACKGROUND: The plans show a 37,200 square foot shopping center ~-«i«i"fl of one aaparau pad
sites. Access to the center wffl be iron Siauci Road, EdmoodSttt^ and Teco Drive. The C-2 portion of
the request abuts Sunset Road and Edmood Street tod consists of &ve of the one pad sue The M-I
portion of the retpmtb to tb« north, reer of tn« of ttas^ with aeo« from TecoDnve TbepbBsdxiw
aUoflbebutkiDgiaresngiestoryBaii>axxBitmbaigBtof35feet. The adjacent properties on an sides of
this request are undeveloped R-E sned parcels However, an apptitation (ZC-0372-99) for the adjacent
properties to the south, approxiniately 15 acres across Sunset Boulevard. has been subnutlrrf for M-1
zoning which uaJuiius to the Enterprise Lead Use Plan and thai woe chance (ZC-0372-99) was approved
by the Board of County Comnuuionen en April 21. 1999. The closest existing residence to the site is
approximately 330 feet to the west along Linden Road Along the wen tide of LJBdeO Road,
approximately 330 feet north of Sunset Road, are approomaufy 20 R-E zoned single family rmdnxyi
which are a portion of a large neighborhood farther lo the northwest. Apprcaamatery SOD lest to the
northeast ZC -0475-98 was approved for M-D soejng on five acres. Farther east, northwest comer of
Sini« Ro«d aod Decalur BouJ»v»ni. ZC-14W-C* ww .pprovod ^  Taaraqneet
ftlli w«hin the Rural Neighborhood PretervaOoo (RNP) bad tae category and abuts the properties wbxfc
are master phmed for Comsnercial/lndustml to the east Public works indicates that a dimkiage channel
which is shown on the sin plan as abutting this s*e to the west will b« required Approximately 100 feet
to the toad) is the Interstate 2 15 right-of-way.
STAFF COMMENTS: This request does net conform to the land use guide. The sits does abut
cuinueiual/pdunnal master planned properties to the east and business park/industrial master planned
properties, per the Enterprise Lead Use Plan, to the sooth The uu will also be separated by a 100 foot
right-of-way for a drainage channel akng the site's west boundary from the «"«""g »ff"<~fn to the west.
However, staff bebeves that the M-1 and C-2 zcomgt would be too intense for this locaboa nnc* the uu
does abot an existing RNP and an existing single family residence a within 330 feet of me site. The
policies for the Spring Valley Lend Use Plan rrcommenrl that note intense uses (M-1 uses) be intemalixed
within the envelopment not along the periphery of (^development Staff recommends a denial of the M-1
zOMog and a reduction of the C-2 toning to C-l .
APPROVALS: 1 letter
PROTESTS. Spring VaOey Town Board
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: April 22. 1999 - APPROVED - Subject to a 10 foot wide B-1
landscape buffer (trees throb combination) along the west property line: 10 foot wide B-1 landscaping (tree
shrub combination) akng the public street frontages. B-2 landscaping (tree shrub combination) along the
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CLARK COURT
ruaanaa COMMIBBIOH
RBOOMOtHDATIOBB
APPLICATION NUMBER: ZC-QOM0387- 99 MEETING DATE: 1999-44-22
TO: SPRVL TOWNBOARD/cmZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL
FROM: CLAUK COOJITY cataacm PLAKKIBQ Division
500 B. Grand Central Pkwy
P.O. Box SS1744
IAS VECAS, KTVAOA B91S5-I74*
DATE: 1999-04-09
IK CODER TO OBTAIN COMPLCTC INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO BASE
mein DECISIOH. THE CCMHISSIOK is DBSIROCS or BUCKIVING YOUR
COUHZWTS REGARDING THE MATTER DEBCRIBID OK THE ATTACHES NOTICE
APPROVAL DENIA1><__ NO ODMMENT _
CONDTTIONS OF APPROVAL; \_t^«^Si> 3 ~fe. J
g ••£• rn
^ *
Sptfig Valley ToAnftdvisory Board
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Board of County Commissioners
OAKK COUNTY, NEVADA
MMTT KWCMXMAUNOY
YVONNE ATKMSON GATES
MARX A JAMES
R03YRSO
MV9NAWKJJAMS
B*ua L woooemnr
A»t*m: Kincaid-Chaunccy, Williams
Cor.iissioners Kincaid-Chaunccy and Williams left the meeting.
ZC-C382-02
KKRZETSKI FAMILY
TRUST
(ITEM NO. 28J
SUBJECT HATTER/RECOMMENDATION: In the matter of
the reconieendation of the Planning Commission thai
the Board approve the ATTACHED described
application of Kerzetski family Trust for a zone
change and design review, subject to recording a
reciprocal, perpetual cross access,
ingress/egress, and parking agreements for the
adjacent parcel to the west, and redesign the
project to accommodate this condition; maintain
existing residential pitched rocf, and when roof
materials are replaced, replace with tile roofing
or similar lightweight materials that look like
tile; on-site parking and driveways are to be
constructed with concrete <no asphalt); n>ar<
parking spaces with the least noticeable color
that complies with code requirements; leave
existing residential door and windows to maintain
residential look (do not replace with glass
commercial doors unless they face an interior
courtyard); signage is limited to one ironumc.-it
sign with a maximum of 25 square feet area per
sign face with sign construction to be of
residential raaterials and appearance; limit uses
to low intensity ccnr.crciai traffic businesses
that are befitting the square foorage and
allowable parking per code; no off-site parking in
neighborhood and side streets; no vehicular access
to El Canino Street; full off-sites on El Cor.ino
Sir«et; reconstruct any driveways not being used
with full off-site improvements; if access is via
s shared driveway with the property to the west
driveway \o be constructed in full as a curb
return driveway ana applicant to si<jn cross
access, ingress/egress easeracnt with the owner of
that property; oil applicable standard conditions
for this application type (see pages 2a-2d!; and
applicant being advised that any change in
-conti nueri-
Dat* 1/32/03
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Board of County Commissioners
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
MART ONCAOOIAUNCtY
ouraun
CHfPMAXBEU)
YVONNE ATONSON GATES
MARK* JAMtS
MYRNA WaUAUS
axuct L woooeuKv
Kincaid-Chauncey, Wil'ia.-ns
Continued - I'age 2
ZC-C382-02
XERZKTSKI FAMILY
TRUST
(ITEM NO. 28)
circumstances or regulations is justification for
the denial of an extension of ti.iie (held from
3ecember 18, 2002):
REPRESENTATIVE^! : Present
SPEAKER(S): Present
PRS-FINAL ACTION: Following Introduction of the
iter\ stati advised that the application meets ali
requirements of the Desert Inn Corridor Overlay
ordinance, with the exception that a traffic
queuing and staging analysis h«d not been done.
The applicant's representative addressed the 3oard
in support, agreed to provide the traffic analysis
as requested by staff, and advised of agreement
with ali Planning Commission conditions.
A speaker representing the neighbors advisee of
approval of the site plan, and requested a design
review as a public hearing on any significant
change in plans.
FINAL ACTION: It was moved by Commissioner
Maxfield and carried by unanimous vote of the
members present that the recoroer.dat.ior. be
approved, subject to receipt of the troffiq
queuing and staging analysis and the foregoing
aoditional condition as requested by the
neighbors.
on* V21/OS
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12/18/02 BCC AGENDA SHEET
OFFICE BUILDING DESERT INN RtVEL CAMINO ST
(TITLE 30)
PUBLIC HEARING
APP. NUMBEJVOWNERA>£SCR1PTION OF REQUEST
ZC-03824)2. KERZETSKI FAMILY TRUST:
HOLDOVER ZONK CHANCE to reclassify 0.6 acres from R-E (Rural Estates Residential)
Zone to CRT (Commercial Residential Transition) Zone.
DESIGN REVIEW to convert an existing single family dwelling to an office building.
Generally located on the nonh side of Desert Inn Roud and the west side of El Camino Street
approximately 1,300 feet west of Jones Boulevard within the SEI/4 Section I I , Township 21
South. Range 60 East (description on file). CMpb
RELATED INFORMATION:
APN:
163-11-805-OH
MASTER PLAN/LAND USE GUIDE:
SPRING VALLEY - UP TO RURAL NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION (UP TO 2
DU/AO
BACKGROUND:
l*n>j*ct Description
The plans show an existing single story, 16 foot high, 3,000 square foot, single family dwelling
being converted into an office building. The applicant indicates (hat the offices will be used by
their design team and that the house will retain its residential facade. The applicant will augment
existing landscaping to conform with the requirements of the Unified Development Code
including the intense landscape buffet along the west property line.
Surrounding Zoning «nd Ijutd Use
The ndjnccnt parcels surrounding this site are developed and zoned R-K. Approximately 330 feet
to the east, on the nonh side of Desert Inn Road, is a vacant parcel zoned CRT by action of 7.C-
1416-01 in February 2002. Farther to the east, between Bronco Street and Jones Boulevard, is
developed property zoned C-P. The southwest and southeast comers of Desert Inn Road and
Jones Boulevard arc developed and zoned C-2 and C-1. The northeast comer of that intersection
is developed as a private elementary school. Approximately 800 feet to the south, on the
northeast comer of El Camino Street and Spring Mountain Road, is undeveloped land ?oncd C-P
by action of ZC-14I6-OI in November 2001. The north side of Spring Mountain Road between
Jones Boulevard and Torrcy Pines Drive is zoned and developed for commercial uses. Farther to
the west is •"'-••loped property zoned R-E
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STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL:
The applicant shall demonstrate that the proposed request meets the goals and purposes of Title
30.
Analysts
Current Planning
This request does not conform to the land use plan. The land use plan designates the majority of
Section 10 as an RNP with commercial areas specifically designated along Jones Boulevard and
Sahara Avenue. This request violates Policy SVS designating certain areas for RNP to preserve
and enhance the rural character of portions of Spring Valley. However, similar requests have
been approved in the cast on the north side of Desert Inn Road which is a section line road. The
CRT district is proposed to preserve single family residential buildings tor commercial reuse
where traffic paltenu no longer encourage a single family environment. It is also expected to
maintain the visual charade* of the historic residential pattern of the area, to serve as a transition
between more intense commercial and residential uses, and to maintain the scale and
architectural character of the area. Thi* project meets those requirements; however, it does not
meet the requirements that these types of project* combine with adjacent properties. This is
required to reduce multiple commercial driveways which will reduce traffic capacity on Desert
Inn Road. This issue could be mitigated if access/cgreu were combined with the adjacent
parcels to the west. Staff believes this request is premature unless it is combined with the
adjacent parccl(s) to the west.
Staff recommends denial.
If the Board approves land use requests ai a density greater than two dwelling units per acre or a
non-residential use within 330 feet of an RNP 1 or Q area, the reasons for the approval shall be
specified for the record.
If this request is approved, the Board and/or Commission finds that the application is consistent
with the standards and purpose enumerated in the Comprehensive Plan. Title 30. and/or I he
Nevada Revised Statutes.
TAB/CAC: Spring Valley Town Board - denied (does not conform to land use plan;
11 neighbors in support; 8 neighbors in opposition)
APPROVALS: 6 cards; 6 present; I petition w/ 74 signatures
PROTESTS: « cards; 44 present; 15 letters
PANNING COMMISSION ACTJON: April 18. 2002 - HELD - To 05/23/02 - applicant to
meet with neighbors.
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION: May 23. 2002 - APPROVED - Subject to recording a
reciprocal, perpetual cross access, ingress/egress. and parking agreements for the adjacent parcel
to the west, and redesign the project to accommodate this condition; maintain existing residential
pitched roof, and when roof materials are replaced, replace with tifc roofing of similar
lightweight materials that look like tile; on-silc parking and driveways are to be constructed with
concrete (no asphalt); mark parking spaces with the least noticeable color (hat complies with
code requirements; leave existing residential door and windows to maintain residential look (do
not replace with glass commercial doors unless they face an interior courtyard); signage is
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limited to one monument *ign with a maximum of 25 square feet area per sign face with sign
construction to be of residential materials and appearance; limit uses to low intensity commercial
Iraffk businesses thai are befitting (he square footage and allowable parking per code, no off-site
parking in neighborhood and side streets; no vehicular access to El Camino Street; full off-sites
on El Camino Street; reconstruct any driveways not being use with foil off-site improvements; if
access is via a shared driveway with the properly to the west, driveway to be constructed in full
as a curb return driveway and applicant to sign cross access, ingress/egress casement with the
owner of that property, and all applicable standard conditions for this application type.
Applicant is advised that any change ID circumstances or regulations is justification for the denial
of an extension of time. NOTE; With this recommendation, the Planning Commission forwards
to the Board of County Commissioners 16 conditions concerning development and conversion of
residences to offices along Desert Inn Road as determined and agreed upon between the
applicant and interested neighbors. These are forwarded for consideration as they may affect
future applications for such conversions in the immediate area. Vote: Unanimous Absent:
Malamud, Trumbo
COUNTY COMMISSION ACTION: June 19,2002 - HELD - To 0&21/02 - per the applicant
and BCC to study the Desert bin Corridor.
COUNTY COMMISSION ACTION: August 21, 2002 - HELD - To 10/02/02 - per staff for
Desert Inn Corridor Study.
COUNTY COMMISSION ACTION: October 2, 2002 - HELD - To 11/O6/O2 - per the
applicant to be heard after the Desert Inn Transition Corridor ordinance.
COUNTY COMMISSION ACTION: November 6. 2002 - HELD - To 12/04/02 - for the
Desert Inn Ordinance per staff.
COUNTY COMMLSSION ACTION: December 4, 2002 - HELD - To I2/I&O2 - per the
commission.
APPLICANT: Richard Kcrzctski
CONTACT: Richard Keractski. 10813 Cedar Forest Avenue. Las Vegas, NV 89144
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Department of
^ , Comprehensive Planning
vjOunry ****}*& VM*>*
aoi soutM FOUHIH since i
LAB VtOAS MFVAOA BO\O'
January 31, 19*1
RoberIV.Jones.com.
404) E. Sunset Road
Henderson. NV 89014
nFFERCNCE: 7C-303-90
The above referenced application was presented before the Board ol County
Commissioners at their regular meeting ot January 23. 1991 «nd was APPROVED
subject to the eondBtons feted below and on the attached sheet. You wil be required to
execute any enclosed documents and comply witfi al condMons prior to the Issuance ol a
bulUng perm) or a business Icense.
Time imHs to commence, complete or review IMS approval apply only to into specific
appicaMon. Aprop«rtyn^ray» jeiw^arvrwed appfc*of» on «. each rtwNctiwti have
Us own expiration date, ft is the appfcanrs reaponstuMy to keep each appicatton current.
CONDITIONS: APPROVED as H-3; all setbacks and separstlon In
courtye»ds p«r code; trash enclosures to be sel back • minimum ol SO*
from adjacent residential zone boundary; right-of-way dedication;
drainage study and compliance; tralflc study and compliance; finished
floor elevation to be a minimum ol 18" above the Hood line; and full oil-
site Improvements; Uee Permit tor PUD to be forwarded to BCC.
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CLARK COUNTY. NCVAOA
Hayes
KAREN HATES
MUl J CHR1SUNSEN
THAUA U DONOCftO
WfcUAMU PEAHSOM
DON SCMIES1NGER
BDUCE t woooeunv
ZC-303-90
CLYDE T. TURNER
SUBJECT HATTER: In the natter of the ATTACHED
described a p p l i c a t i o n of Clyde T. Turner for *
zone change:
REPRESENTATIVES): Present.
P R E - F I N A L ACTION: Following I n t r o d u c t i o n of the
iten, staff stated it is their opinion the request is
too intense for the area and staff does not support
the request; staff would support a reduction to R-3
based on the fact this area was p r e v i o u s l y approved
for an R-3 Planned Unit Development, Staff stated
the P l a n n i n g Commission recommended approval, subject
to reduction to R-3 toning, subject to all setbacks
and separation per Code; trash enclosures to be set
back a minimum of SO' fro* the adjacent residential
zone boundary; right-of-way dedication; d r a i n a g e
study; traffic study; finished floor elevations to be
m i n i m u m of 18" above the 100 year flood l e v e l ; and
f u l l o f f - s i t e improvements.
A representative advised that the a p p l i c a n t has
redesigned the project to f u l l y confer* and accepts
il l conditions, i n c l u d i n g the reduction to R-3
d e n s i t y which w i l l require i r e v i s i o n of plans w h i c h
w i l l be turned in under a use permit for a PUO for
r e v i e w by staff of the reduced density.
FINAL ACTION: It was moved by Coa«fss<oner Pearson
t h a t the a p p l i c a t i o n be approved as R-3, subject to
the foregoing conditions and subject to the ATTACHED
c o n d i t i o n s .
After sone discussion. Commissioner Pearson i n c l u d e d
in h i s notion that any use pern it for a PUO be
forwarded to the Board for review.
-contlnued-
1/Z3/91
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SBoeiie/ of Woan/u WommfMonru JAY BtNOHAM
' * o»—»-
(XARK COUNTY. NEVADA KAREN HAYES
WJAJ CMfVSTENSEN
Contln.ed - P.ge ? SLTu'lSS
DON SCHtESmOER
BRUCE I WOO06WY
Hayes
ZC-303-90 On roll call notion c*rrfed by the following vote:
CIVOC T. WNC«
-continued- V o t i n g Aye: Coiwotssloners Chrlstensen, Oondero
Pearson. Schlesinger, Uoodbury
V o t i n g N*y: C0""lssioner Bi n q h a m
Absent: Conmlssioner Hayes
1/Z3/91
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TU*IMII. civot T. a>u*ic MAXIMO
A ZPM cnanga «a f»doaa«l> <nm T.C (Moeni Hen* MM) Zon> aa "M
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v jonoi Cop • «Wi ( s«n« »a • Mananon.
TA» COMCMTI.
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APPLICATION NO.
CLARK COUNTY PLANNING. COMMISSION
RECOMMENDATIONS
COMMISSION MEETING:
TO; SANITATION
L.V.V.W.D.
KEVUM POWER .
SOUTHWEST GAS.
CENTEL
COUKTYFtRE
HEALTH
KTC
FROM: CUrk CogMy ZMM» Kvoiaa
401 Sowh l4«nh SUM, Ui Vt^ u. NV S9XX
AVIATION .
BUILDING.
AIR POLLUTION .
PARKS A RECREATION.
TOWN BOARD S.
NELLIS A.F.B.
STATE HIGHWAY .
LYM.P.a
OTHEK
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN COMPLETE INFORMATION UPON WHICH TO BASE THEIR
DECISION, THE PLANNING COMMISSION IS DESIROUS OF RECEIVING YOUR
COMMENTS REGARDING THE MATTER DESCRIBED ON THE ATTACHED NOTICE.
REPLY: Rocoamonded denial because this la too high-densi ty for that area.
(SijMWR) (Due)
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